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ALHUQUEUQUE, NEW MEXICO, WEDMESDAY EVENING, JUNh

VOLUME 20
GRAFTING WAS

1!)0G.
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UPTON SINCLAIR, BOY WHO LIFTED PACKINGTOWN LID PENNSYLVANIA'S NEW

REAL FINE ART
WITH NUMBER
Of

ERA HAS COMMENCED
NOW FAMOUS WRITER

Pennsylvania Railroad
Jerome
Employes
Calls Babcock

ON INSURANCE PARTY GIFTS

Denver's Recent Election Graft
Has Been Taken Into the
Colorado Courts.
June

State Convention Without Machine or Boss

Tells in an Exclusive Interview About His Struggle
for a Living and Fame and How He Secured
the Facts That Opened to the World the
Revolting Scandal in the Packing

office.

CHAIRMAN

BABCOCK
SUMMONED

BY JEROME
District Attorney Jerome has summoned Joseph W.
Babcock, a Wisconsin congressman, to
appear before the grand jury which Is
Investigating the Insurance cases. It
is supposed that the Jury wants to
hear his version of a contribution of
$2,5n0 made by the Mutual company
to the republican congressional campaign committee of 11104, when Babcock was chairman.
New York,

June

6.

STANDS HEAD
IN POLITICAL CORRUPTION.
Denver, Colo., June ti. Judge John
I. Mulllns, In tlje criminal division of
the district court, today entered a
formal order for the calling of a
grand jury to Investigate the alleged
frauds in the election of May 15, and
for the setting taslde of District Attorney George Stidger and the appointment of special prosecutors and
for the appointment of- - eliscrs to select the grand Jury. This action was
taken on petition of the Honest-Election-s
league. The rourt postponed
further proceedings for five cays.
Judge Mulllns fined Fred A. Williams, chairman of the republican
city and county central committee,
and William T, Davoren, chairman of
the democratic city and county cen
tral committee, $200 each, and J. S
Brady, chief clerk of the Denver Gas
& Electric company, $30 for contempt
of court In refusing to be sworn In
the election investigation. The attor
neys of the various defendants gave
notice that they would ask the sir
preme court for a writ of error.
COLORADO

It

,

New York, June

11 LI

G

To Upton Sin-

Was a For
Nominated for Governor on First Ballot-Stu- art
Mayor Weaver
mer Mayor of Philadelphia-Prese- nt
Was Also Candidate.

OF

MEXICO GIRL
Miss Agnes
of Mr. and Mrs.
!.

illackwtll, daughter
A. XL Ulackwell of th.s city, and Parvernor
ma lee Herriek, son of ex-XL T. Herriek of Ohio, will be married
at Iiofinger Memorial Chapel, this
evening, Dean Carroll Davis to perform the ceremony. It will be a brilliant affair and many prominent so
clcty people have arrived here from
the east to attend the ceremony. Miss
Ulackwell was raised In Ias Vei;as.
and her father, A. XI. Ulackwell. is
known from one end of New Xlexico
io the other, having for years been a
leading member of the firm of Gross,
Ulackwell & Co., as well as connected
with other business enterprises in the
territory.
DEATH ANNIVERSARY
OF
CANADA'S GRAND OLD MAN
Kingston. Out., June (i. Touav is

the fifteenth anniversary of the death
of Sir John XlacIKmald, P. C, C. M.
ti., Canada's grand obi man, and
throughout the dominion his memory
is honored today by everyone, without
distinction or party lines. A number
drove to
f prominent conservatives
Cataraqui cemetery, this morning,
and decorated the grave of the deceased statesman. Several addresses
were delivered, in which a touching
tribute was paid to the memory ol
the great leadi r, who U considered
one of the greatest men Canada has
.Memorial meetings
ever prodded.
will be held today in nearly every
city in the dominion.
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, June 6. Cattle Receipts.
20.00-- ; best grad s steady : others are
wear; beeves. S I ft ; cows and heifers, ll.tlotio; stockers and feeders.
$3.70'a 4.4'i;
Texans,
J2.75i&4.7o;
calves, $5,604 7.2a.
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Harrlsburg. Pa., June 6. The plat
form adopted by the 'Republican state
convention today endorses and com
mends the "splendid administration of
President RooneveW," (particularly ifor
t
and
the enforcement of the
Interstate commerce laws. It also approves the rate legislation pending In
congress. 1 ho convention nominated
t
Edwin S. Stuart, former mayor
Philadelphia,
for governor, on the
first ballot.
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WAS CALLED TO ORDER BY
OUR DELEGATE BROTHER.

UPloN SINCLAIR, NOVELIST.
rooms where rats, dead from poison,
are shoveled up and dumped into the
noppers for sausage meat.
"My statement that men have actually fallen Into the lard vat
and
have come out In the form of 'pure
leaf lard,' is literally true. I have
proved absolutely that fingers of
workers out off In the machinery
'have been ground Into prepared
meat s.
"There can be no question of the
Immorality
ot
if the atmosphere

The republican state convention,
which
called to order at
'was
the opera house this forenoon, by W.
U. Andrews, chairman of the republic
an state central committee, is the
first one to be held in this state for
many years, that is not under tne direct control of the republican machine. Its defeat at the last election
has practically shattered the controlling power of the republican machine, and, so far as is known, the
convention held here today is free
from dictation and can do as It sees

Packingtown. There has been much
doubt cast upon mv assertion that
forelady employed In one of the fac
tories worked In connection witn
disreputable resort in Chicago. The
truth of this Is common.
you eat meat?" I ventured to
. Do
ask.
ever,. except that which comes
from my own la tie farm. I would no
more cat meat purchased In the reg
ular way in New York than I would
tat poison or tilth."

fit.

TWO EMPERORS

Senator Knox, who was made perm
anent chairman, in his address dealt
almost exclusively with national political questions and the position which
the republican iparty is taking con
cerning them. The morning session
of the convention was devoted almost
altogether to routine matters, the
selection ot commlttoes and consideration of committee reports. The real
Dame win not begin until after luncn-

CONGRESS NOT

HAVE CORDIAL

YET ARRIVED

INTERCOURSE

ON PART

AT STATEHOOD

-

eon.

Never was the situation in a re
publican state convention in this state
more peculiar and unsettled than la
this case.' The convention hu the
task to nominate candidates for govgovernor, auditor
ernor, lieutenant
general and secretary icf Internal affairs. There Is no lack of candidates
for the gubernatorial nomination, but
there does not seem to be a single
candidate upon whom the various fac
tions in the party seem to 'be likely
to unite. Some time ago, when the
Weaver candidacy was first broached
It seemed that it might be a walk over
for Xiayor Weaver of Philadelphia,
who has done uch noble work in
overthrowing the corrupt machine.
Since then, however, the machine element, guided and directed by Senator
Penrose, has been active, and It is

William of Germany Visits Foraker and Dillingham

PACKERS

G HIGAGO

-

-
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Francis Joseph of

Like Two Cocks of

Austria.

Deny Truth of Report Made By President's
Commission and Claim Sanitary Suggestions Have Been Observed.

MARRIAGE OF NEW

r'

K
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ARING AUDACITY

PAID FOR SUGAR BEETS
Denver. Colo., June 6. One of the
most important questions lefore the
Growers' Association,
state Beet
which opened its annual convention
here today, is the question of regulating the prices to be paid by the
mills. The sugar mill men have
si'ar
iH ited that the price paid for the
beets should be regulated according
to the amount of sugar contained in
the beets. To this the beet growers
object, as they believe that the fixing
of the price according to a sliding
scale would cause no end 'of trouble
and confusion. They demand a flat
rate, and it Is believed that they will
not consider any proposition involving
a departure from the flat rate. The
matter will be thoroughly discussed in
the conventicn.

t".

It Was Repre-

sentative Body Free of Control.

fight for a living In New York, but it
was no worse than I endured in Canada while writing this boo,i. I lived

E. Pew.

which followed President Roosevelt's a cent in my pockets, but somehow
I always felt, even though my books
i. n
111
vl twv.
l If
f
ure of the meat packing Industry of were rejected with great regularity,
that in the end I would win out In my
Chicago.
It was after the president had read chosen profession.
"I obtained my first Information of
the now famous novel, "The Jungle,'
in which Sinclair toid In thrilling nar- the terrible conditions in Packing-towfrom socialists, of whom I am
rative the horrors of Packingtown,
one. 1 determined to write the story.
that the young novelist and
"muck raker" was summoned A New York magazine publisher sent
to the White House to repeat person- mo to Chicago and I wrote six arally the charges he made in his book. ticles. Two were printed; the others
The president, It Is said, 'had lost destroyed, and the editor doubted my
This fired me with rehis appetite for meat, and was con- statements.
vinced that If Sinclair's charges were newed ambition to tell that awful
true he had taken the cover from story to the American people. I returned to Chicago and lived for seven
one of the greatest public evils.
"I am 27 years old," he said to me, weeks in Packingtown. My socialist
when I called at his office. "I was triends assisted me. Many were emborn in Baltimore of poor parents, ployed by the packers and I was enand I gained my education In the abled to get all the Information that
College of the City of New York and I needed. I was engaged one year In
Universltv bv writing for newspapers writing the book.
"I am glad If my work has been of
and periodicals. I was 14 when I
started writing. My first work was service not only to the meat consumanything but serious In fact, I earn- ing public but to the wretched worked nwney faster, 1 found, by writing ers In the Chicago stock yards. Not
lokes. When ! was li I had com yet can I get from my eyes the m is80,000 erable scenes I witnessed there. My
pleted a book oontainnig
words I have been told that it was story has been criticised and doubted.
on every hand. I wrote it to tell the
vtrv had and I euess that's right.
l felt, that 1 had ideas and I won-- ! truth relentlessly.
dered why the world would not give; "I saw with my own eyes the rend
ering of condemned hogs into lard
mp credit for niv hiEh ideals.
Six years ago I left college anu saw mem aoctoring sioiieu name uy
i
smarted to write mv look "King pumping tnem tun or cnemicais
mi,i.i' i tmri hmi a mrettv touch means of a hollow needle, saw tne

TO FIX THE PRICE

St. Louis, Mo., June

Coerce or Make Them Afaid

UNEXPECTED HAPPENED AND EDWIN STUART WAS

state Commerce commission today clair, a mere boy in years, and ap- In shanties and tents and often subcontinued the investigation of the re- pearance, is given the credit for the sisted on game and fish. There have
lations of the Pennsylvania railroad swift legislative action at Washington been many weeks that I have not had
employes
various minto
officials and
ing companies in the bitutniuous coal
district. Joseph Boyer of Altoona.
chief clerk in the office of A. W.
Gtbbs, superintendent of motive power, testified to having received presents of stock from various coal companies, and admitted that his stock
holdings were only a small portion
of the gifts received. In his capacity
as purchaser of the fuel coal for the
railroad, he received from five companies three to five cents per ton. From
the latter part of 1903 to date, he had
received more than 4ti,00u. , He believed that money had 4een paid in
the same way to his predecessors in
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The Inter
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REPUBLICANS MET IN

OF "THE JUNGLE"

By Marlen

Philadelphia.

UMliER 138

RUSSIAN

CRISIS

the Walk.

.

HAS

BEEN NO ACTION EXPECTED

TILL

Almost Reached Ysabel and Friday, Because Aldrich and
Torres Declare Cananea
Beveridge Absent and
Washington. D. C. June 6. The; being made the judge of what is sani- Good inspection is what the
mmit tee on agriculture today tary.
hnnsB
Trouble Ended.
Gorman Funeral.
to comply with the request of packers want so long as they do not
decided

to be heard on nave to pay for it, tie said. Me aenieu
report, regarding that any diseased cattle or hogs had
conditions in the Chicago packing been used for food.
houses. The request was made by T.
H. Wilson, manager of the Morris TARDY DETERMINATION TO
DO LONG DELAYED DUTY
Packing company, who said he was
Chicago, June 6. building Comniis-jTb- e
authorized to speak for all tbo pack
sioner Uartzen and twelve deputies
ers.
The hearing began shortly before ttt,t tn f ho af.ir vnr.ia trviav in nmkp
noon. Wilson made a general denial an Inspection of every building there.
of conditions as set forth in the Neill- - The commissioner declared he would
Ileynolds report. He invited the com compell the packers to correct every
mittee to go to Chicago and spend a (violation of the building ordinance
week in personal investigation of the that might be found,
Filthy, Dirty Hole.
Some suggestions made
conditions.
tne
Commissioner Uartzen
In the renort. he said, such as addl- y thedescribes
hog killing
tional sanitary facilities, had already conditions he found
department of one of the large pack- complied with.
The room he
ing houses as filthy
Brazen Impudence Magnitudinous.
Wilson said that the packers did not said, was a "dirty noie, unni ior ir e
ho .u
niiiect to covernmeni regulation oi uses io wiui-i- i n. van ihil.
sanitary conditions, but they did ob- - there was not a modern building in
Ject to the secretary of agricultural the entire district.

thA Chicaeo nackers

the

Nelll-Reynol-

Vienna, Juue C. Emperor William
arrived here this morning and was
greetea at tne rauroau siauon uy
Kniperor Tancls josepn in person.
mooting was marked by extreme
cordiality. The emperors proceeded
to Schoenbrunn castle. They were
cheered by the crowds along the route.
STRIKES HAVE BEGUN,
PEASANTS wEIZE LAND
St. Petersburg, Juue ti. The lower
house of parliament and the government are rapidly coming to close
quarters, and the conflict which be- n
came inevltaUe tho niomeut the
RWemb,
preBunled Us demands
fa
address to the throne, cannot
()e n)uch UmKVr d,.laye(1
cxciieuieiu
in tne linerior is increasing aauy. ro-- ;
lineal strikes nave ueguu ai a uuiiiuer
ot places, and in some provinces me
peasants nave comnieuceu io seize
pop-bee-

o--

"Hid.

FIRE IN METROPOLITAN
ATTORNEY FERGUSSON REHOTEL BUILDING
TURNS FROM WHITE OAKS
Attorney H. H. Fergusson has
turned from White Ouks, where
went
p.nd

ao on
business.

a week

mining

re-

he

irofessi.nal

Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C. June C The
democrats of the house are filibuster
Ing on the sundry civil appropriations

to Attend Ceremonial Concerning Rumors of Proposition Made by Promoters
Session in Rosweil on
of New Car Line.
the 14th of June.

Who Are

TWENTY ALBUQUERQUEANS

M:lyi 1302.

JOINT COMMITTEES
Washington, I). C, June G. The
senate and house committees on patents iin-- t in Joint session today, and
began a series of bearings on tho
copyright bill, which is the product
of conferences in which authors, artists, ninpof.eiK, publishers and all
creators of works protected by copyA compreright, were represented.
of the principles
hensive
and fea'UH'S .f the bill was made
to tlw committee by Herbert Pullman,
librarian of congress.
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Kecord

y

insi .i r in stall no the Old
Lincoln mine. Its the biggest
mine In the country, and we are going
to sink it dt per. We let a contract
for 2nt fev t more work," said XIr.
Fergnsson tiis afternoon, in telling
of his business trip 10 While Oaks.
The Old Abe Lincoln mine is one
of the eldest gold mines In .New .Mex
SUPERINTENDENTS OF COTTON
b o. and more ore has been taken jrom
SEED MILLS HOLD CONVENTION
ARKANSAS HOLDS
it ilian any other mine in the terriDEMOCRATIC CONVENTION;
Dallas.
Tc., June li. Met ween
tory. The first thirteen months it was
Hot Springs, A i .. Jane l. There three and lour hundred superintendworked, it paid its owners, three atis not much lo be mh by the dele- ents of ttr. ton seetl mills from u
torneys, one of whom was Xlr. Fer
gates to the (baa a i at ic state con-- ' part- - of he country urn in attendgusson. a dividend or 12: .i.ohii. l lie
vension. which will c nvene here to ant'- at tin- annual convention of their
mine was shut down a few 'years ago
day. CongressiiK'a John S. Little,1 naii n il oi ganl.ation, which opened
on account of the owners being afraid
w ho carried
tae state democratic prl-- ; here today. There are in all about
to go deejo r for fear of encountering' TO CELEBRATE ANNIniaries over Attorney (leneral Robert 71" I'm'
seed iiilllt in operav.m In
mure water than could be handled.
L. Rogers and S. U Sevier, will, of thi. country, and a large majority of
VERSARY OF DRAMATIST
Vale course, be the deinoi ratic nominee thi a: are i resulted in the national
New Haven. Conn., June
ANNUAL MEETING OF
;ieinor Jefferson oru'ani.a! ion of tho superintendents.
the 'tor govt mur.
will today celebral
program lias been
hundredth anniversary of the Davis will probably be nominated far' Ai. in''
three
COMMERCIAL CLUB l.ii-- li of Pbrre Corneiile, Hie great I'niled States senator, and X. O. pin-- .
t"r the meeting.
l;
will
for
an
ite
be
attorney
uall
ion
rat
celel.
the
The
French dramatist.
that the cn- - BANKERS HOLD FORTH
It is expec
will be eld under the auspices of the Kent ral.
V
'f
tire
th. convention will i.e
work
Club,
Language
of
and tne
Va!e Modern
ON LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN
Tomorrow evening, June 7, at
s.
ainnassailor at Washington, finished in a lew
i Tench
S o'clock, the annual meeting of
(nai'aiioii:a, Tenn., June (J. The
preM. Jiisserand, has consented t
of Hie TennesM-the Commercial club will be held
annual nue'in
lebra'ion. One of the FOLK APPOINTED CHAIRMAN
side at the
in tile Commercial Club building,
Association opened today on
Hankers'
OF
RECEPTION
COMMITTEE
interesting features of the celebration
at which time three directors
New York, June i!. William Hoge, Lookout Mountain, wilh a largo
will he tin- - production of "l1 Chi."
of members from all parts
w"l
elected to nerve for three
who
has charge of the reception no be
by
the Yale
Corneille's mas.ei'iiiece,
years, succeeding O. .V. Xlarron,
state. An interesting program
the
of
Hryan
tendered
his!
William
iion
French club in Woolsey hall, '.his arrival here, announce! today
C. K. Newcomer and (1. - lir oks.
nas bteii prepared for the meeting
the
( vciiiiir;.
on
whose terms expire on that date.
(ioveiuor Folk of Xlis- - and seveial Important ..aptrs
of
Other matters of Importance to
saajecis win ne reati uy dlsfinancial
of
as
the
souri
reception!
chairman
New York Money Market.
Conlraller
financiers.
discuslinguistic!
the club will come up
committee.
will bt; one
f Washington
sion, and it is the wish of the
New VorK. June ;. -- Money on call,
Itidgely
Mecretary
easv, at 3tlo'-.- . per cent; prime mer
directors that all members be In
St. Loui Wool.
of the principal speakers.
per cent
Bar
St. Louis. Mo.. .1 me 0 Wool mar-fhaha.,
been invited to deliver
cantile lap r, 'i'ti'attendance
ket steady and unclanged.
silver, tti.c.
an ajjn-s"I
Abe

is getting

out some
fablers for the
Shrlners' puraile committee, and Judging from (ho program, "the Uiys," and
some of them old boys, will think
there is something doing on Juno 14.
The parade will be public, and tne
Novices, in regalia, will 'be mounted
on camels, or substitutes.
The time
and route w ill be given later. Tlie degrees will bo conferred at the Xlili-tarhall. We understand that Col.
Wlllson is making great preparations
f r tho ceremonies.
of
A car load
Pecos river sand has been shipped In
fmm tho stock yards, a wagon load
of cactus gathered, and other desert
luxuries Indicative of a warm time for
It is reported that
the candidates.
there w ill be sixty of them and about
loo Shrlners present. There will be a
banquet at the close and an xcur-- ,
sion to Carlsbad and return on the
The

ORDER ESTABLISHED
COPYRIGHT BILL CONSIDERED
CANANEA MINING SECTION!
BY

fire, started from hot ashes,
among
quite a little excitement
the tenants of the building occupied
bv the Iienham Indian Trailing com- pany, the Metropolitan hotel Arthur'
Kvei nt s jewelry store and the I'al- ace saloon, and contrived by the
Sun ty Warehouse company, about
2 :.'i'i
o'clock this aftern on. Tlie
i!.s:n s bad been dumped on the root
part of the building.
of tile
The flames consumed secral boxes
and other rubbish on the roof, and
,
aw
hiiinett in neiwctii i ue iuiit-ithat the firemen wire compelled to
ti ar til rough from l.otu ab ve and below to extinguish
the flames. The
timely arrival of the tire department
Prevented what might have b. en a
very cosMy conflagration.

TO GO'NO

rather suggestive

IN

A

IS INTERVIEWED

MYSTIC SHRINERS

llngham are watching each other like
two gladiators In the ring. Tho death
ana funeral or senator isorman may
delay senate action on the report of
tho statehood conferees till Friday
The opposition to the report Is not
claiming to control so many votes as
they claimed last week. Beveridge and
Aldrich are both out of the city today
and in their alisence Tiothinir wonlil Le
done, through courtesv to them.
Tlle ,.,i.sion division has made the
following allowances: Vicente Fres
Tlt.ITa Amarilla, 27 from June
8
jy2; i.,,0 Solans, Koclado, $10,

.
Governor
Angeles, June
Ivos
Ysabel of Sonora, .Mexico, and gen- commanding
the northern
era! Torres,
zone, have united in a signed statement to the Associated Press, giving
account of the disturbances in Cananea ami concluding with the following:
"Order has been reestablished and
public tranquility Is more firmly esYesterday
tablished each moment.
passed without the slightest sign of
disturbance.
Piisini ss has been re
sumed and workmen are returning lo
tho mines and shops."

COLONEL JASTRO

FOR

ARRANGING

There will be no snap shot action
on the statehood matter, in the senate
any way; for there Foraker and Dil

f,.om

asserted that so strong has been the
influence of Penrose that Weaver
will not even be able to obtain a majority of the Phlladelhpla delegation.
The Penrose men boldly assert that
Weaver is impossible as a candidate,
and has not the slightest show to b
nominated. It was expected that
Weaver would receive the unanimous
support of the new Lincoln party, but
a Btrong faction in that party is opposed to Weaver, and favors either
former Senator Lewis Emery, Jr., or
McKean.
One of the strongest possible candidates la said to 'Representative Ernest F. Acheson. who for twelve years
has represented the 24th district of
Pennsylvania in the house. He is a
strong man. has a clean record, and
seems to le tne most likely man to
be selected as a compromise candidate. Many of the young republicans
advocate the nomination of former
Mayor Edwin fa. Stuart, but it is
doubtful whether he will have strength
enough througnout the state to command the support of the western delegates. Besides these, there are several other candidates for the gubernatorial nomination, among them former
Lieutenant Governor Louis A. Watres
of Scranton, and Robert S. Murphy
Both have oeen workof Johnstown.
ing quietly in support of their own
booms, and are said to be sure of
several delegations, It is well known
that Penrose desires he nomination
of Congressman Charles W. Stone, but
It la pretty safe to say that nj man
openly favored by Penrose has t tie
ghost of a chance In this convention.
Senator P. S. Knox has .been mentioned as a possible candidate, but
even.ois stauncht frnds tnavi? no
hopes of hls nomination.. The field
Is practically open to any man, and at
present it is impossible to foreshadow
the result of Lie vote.
Major Isaac D. Brown, the present
Incumbent, seems to 'be the most
promising candidate for secretary of
Internal affairs. Ho has shown considerable strength at the time of his
election for the first term, and there
Is no other candidate in the political
field whose strength can equal that of
Secretary Brawn. His record 1b clean
and toe has many friends throughout
the state.
Robert S. Xlurphy. of Cambria
county, was nominated for lieutenant
governor.

lal h.

Kosw eli Kecord.

Judging from the auoye, i hi" sixty
Nov ices wlio are to be "put through tho
at the coming ceremonial ses-- :
sion of the .Mystic Shrlners, to I.e held
in Kosweli June 14, will get all that
is comitng to them, and then some.
The Albuquerque Nobles ar. making
great preparations t attend this ses- sion. A low rate for the lound trip
nas neeu secured nom uir laiuwuo,
and the trip will be made via Trinidad, Colo., and Amarillo, Texas, re
turning tlie same route.
twenty Alhutiuerqu Shrin- About
ers will take advantage of ilu lovv
rates ami attend, and it is safe to
say that they will do their lull part
in the initiation of th
iinl iiliiiiate
ss the
sixty who are to be led
burning wastes of sand Into th Oasis
of Shrlnerdom,
Wealthy Son Marries Secretly.
San Diego, Cal., June t. tjeorge C.
Holtit. Jr., sou of the owner of the
Waldorf-Astoria
hotel, New York, and
.Miss Estella Savin, daughter of a
wealthy Spanish merchant
of Tla
Juaua, Xlexico, were married secrly
In Yuma, Arizona, last .Monday.

'

PROPOSITION

MADE

AS

YET

and
Col. IL A. Jastro. promoter
builder of the Albuquerque Traction
company, who has been In the city
from his homo in Bakerslluld. Cal.,
since Sunday evening, looking after
his Interests in tho Traction company,
will leave tonlghi fur hU California,
home.
When asked by, a representative of
The Evening Citizen concerning the
rumor that Col. Sellers, representing
the promers of a proposed car line
into the Highlands, had made him u
proposition whereby tho Traction coui- pauy wa3 to take over the present
,)lans ef t)le proposed company and
build a car line through the Highlands
(o tuo University, Col. Jastro said:
far, there is absolutely nothing
concerning the plans under way or the
uUeged propositions made me, that
t.oui.i be authentically stated for nub- lication.
I
"Col. Sellers, who,
understand,
represents the promoters of the
,K)sed new car line, approucued me and
adked if I would entertain a business
I)rtiositlon. Being a busiuess man I
uaturally replied that 1 would, but
what that proposition will be I have
no lueans of knowing, for, as yet. no
proposition of any kmd has been made
s"

"Col. Sellers asked me if I would
make a trip over East Kailroad ave- fimi U'lrh tilm fop thit hilrnaRii of itm
termlnlng tho percentage of grade on
tlat tit riMf find I rcnlieit thnf I
We will make the trip this afternoon.
"Yesterday
afternoon Col. Creer.
Engineer Farwell and myself made a
tour of Inspection over the proposed
route of the new line, and it is my
opinion that it is utterly Impracticable
lo build a car Hue as the promoters
of the proposed new line contemplate
building one.
"it may be that the proposition to
be made nie by the promoters of the
proposed new line will be made after
our trip this afternoon but as yet

(Continued on page four.)
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Colorado I" Special Correspondence.

PROGRAM OF
RUNNING EVENTS
Annual Fair
Compiled- - A Total of
$2,350 in Purses.
Twenty-Sixt- h

ALBUQUERQUE

DERBY WOKTH

$400

Two department. suierinteiiienis
for the coming territorial fair were
named yesterday ly the executive
committee, one being M. P. Stamm,
H'ho will manage the fruit exhibits.
and the other C. W. Cock, Jr., superin

'

three-eighth-

one-hal-

three-year-old-

s

three-year-olds

three-year-oli-

8

three-year-ols

J

non-winne-

one-hal-

-

f

ivansas cay, mo., June 6. Although
total cattle receipts were a little less
than 30,000 head here last week, the
market averaged 5 to 15 cents lower
at the close than at the start. The
agitation which sensational newspapers are making with reference to
unsanitary conditions at various packing houses has caused a share of consumers to lose their appetites
for
meats, which is reflected in a smaller
demand from packers. This latest attack on the beef trust is based on
partial reports of the government
of packing houses recently
made. So much pressure has beeu
brought to bear on the president that
the publication of the full report is
promised within a day or two. The
actual facts as set forth are said to
be mild as compared with newspaper
statements, and a speedy return to
normal conditions is hoped for. In the
meantime, markets are dull, buyers
having small encouragement to put
any snap Into their movements. Run
of cattle today is 9,000 head, including nearly 4,000 quarantines, prices
averaged about steady, a few beef
cattle, saronser, stockers and feeders
strong to 10 cents higher. Scarcely
any range stuff has been received
lately. Top native beef steers vary
from $5.35 to $5.0, best ones today
$5.45. Colorado stockers sold lately
at $3.75 to $4.25, medium Utah feeders
at 3.85, Panhandle stockers $3.95, Oklahoma feeders $4.40, fed Colorado
steers $4.80, thin Colorado heifers

tendent of iKase ball.
Mr. Stamm, who conducts a whole
sale fruit business, has had much ex
perience in the handling of all kinds
of fruits, and has had experience in
the handling of exhibits before, while
Mr. Cook, traveling freight and pas
senger agent for the Santa Fe, is an
ardent base ball fan, and as he is conJitantly traveling over the territory,
will be able to keep In close touch
with all ban teams of New Mexico
and Ariaona, who are likely to liecome Interested In the $1,500 purse
the association has hung up for this ,3.10.
The mutton market Is a shade low
fiporL
The fair association has finished the er than a week ago. The make up of
work of compiling the program for receipts is changing from fed west
to grass Texas and New Mexico
the running races, and a perusal of erns
The clipped lambs are given
the different events shows that al stuff.
most double the amount In purses is preference by packers over wooled
offered this year, as compared to stuff, liest ot the latter lately selling
at $7.45, top clipped lambs $6.60, best
lormer fairs.
The program In full, of all running spring lambs $7.00 to $7.35, yearlings
$5.75 to $6.25, wethers $5.50 to $6.00,
and other races, follows:
ewes $4.75 to $5.75. Grass Texas
Colorado-NeMexico Circuit.
Colo. August muttons sell at $5.00 to $5.60, but It Is
Colorado Spring,
predicted that they will have to sell
28 to 31.
soon.
Large numbers of
4 cheaper
.Rocky Ford, Colo. September
goats have been received lately, into 7.
Pueblo. Colo. September 10 to 14. cluding a large consignment today;
Albuquerque, N. M. September 17 those suitable for killing bring $3.65
to $3.90, the country kinds sell at
to 22.
$3.25 to $3.50.
Fed stock will probably remain comparatively high, as it
RUNNING EVENTS.
(becomes scarcer. The 6,500 head reFirst Day.
ceived today sold
Purse No. 7, $100 All ages; weight close of last week. steady with the
s
age;
mile dash.
for
Purse No. 8, $150 Three years old
STOCK SALES
and upwards; five pounds below the
s
Bcale;
mile dash.
Kansas City, Mo., June 1. Some
Purse No. 9, i50 For three-year- olds and upwards; seven-eight- s
mile sales of western, Thxas and Arizona
sheep here this week:
daeii; ten pounds below the scale.
Monday, May 28.
Day.
Second
Purse No. 10, $100 For two and W. Purvis, Loveland, Colo., 254 clipf
four and
fur ped lambs, 85 pounds, $6.45.
longs;
J. J. Thornton, Loveland, Colo., 243
to carry 100
s
pounds;
to carry 112 clipped lambs, 72 pounds, $6.45.
pounds.
H. J. Parish, Loveland, Colo., 299
Purse No. K, $150 ror
clipped lambs, 74 pounds, $0.45.
f
one-haland upwards; five and
Gt. Western Sugar Co., Ixiveland,
s
furlongs;
to carry 110 530 lambs, 80 pounds, $7.35; 383
pounds;
and upwards lambs, 79 pounds, $7.35.
K carry 120 pounds.
L. Cheney, Monte Vista, Colo., 455
Purse No. 12, $200 Washington clipped lambs, 73 pounds, $5.85; 347
Clothing company relay race; secured clipped lambs, 74 pounds, $5.85.
ty M. Mandell, clothier.
White & C, Lamar, Colo., 275 clipped lambs, 7 pounds, $6.15.
Third Day.
Purse No. 13, $400 Albuquerque
E. M. Mears, Lamar, Colo., 189 cliplerby; 1
mile; for
ped lambs, 77 pounds, $6.40; 76 ewes,
to carry 84 pounds. $5.50.
tnd upwards;
108 pounds;
and up
Smith & Co., Del Rio, Texas, 997
wards 117 pounds; winners of one wethers, 87 pounds, $5.75.
race since September 1, 190G, to curry
R. W. Prosser, Del Rio, Texas, 2551
three pounds penalty;
two races, 5 wethers, 85 pounds. $5.75 .
pounds penalty;
of three or more
Furneaux Bros., Carrollton, Tex., 24
races, eight, pounds penalty; beaten ewes, 83 pounds, $5.50.
since September 1. lltuii.
Tuesday, May 29.
allowed Ave pounds. If such have
H. .1. Parish, loveland, Colo., 255
started three or more times and have clipped lnmbs, 74 pounds, $6.50.
not finished first or second, allowed
". Purvis, .Ixiveland,
Colo., 259
ten pounds. If not first, second or clipped lambs. "4 pounds, $6.45.
third, allowed fifteen pounds.
A. I). & K. S. Mathlas, Monte Vista,
Purse No. 14. $Hto Four and
f 296 clipped
lambs, 66 pounds, $6.20;
furlongs; for all ages; weight 2oo clipped lambs, 72 pounds. $6.00.
for age; beaten
at this
Smith & Co., Del Rio, Tex., 900
meeting allowed five pounds. If such wethers, 88 pounds. $5.60.
have started twice and not been
J. O. Hurt. Del Rio, Tex., 377 goats,
placed first or second, allowed eight 90 pounds, $3.75; 139 goats, 82 pounds,
pounds. If not placed first, second $3.50.
or third, allowed twelve pounds.
Wednesday, May 30.
Purse No. 15, $2041 Relay race
A. C. Mitchell. Lamar, .V.4
Rotiwnberg & Sehioss Cigar com lambs, 76 pounds, $6.55; 2KI clipped
clipped
pany.
lambs. 75 pounds, $6.55.
Purse N . 1, $100 Ladies' halfI).
J.
Robinson. Monte Vista, Colo.,
mile race.
320 feeding lambs, 60 pounds, $.1.1 5.
Fourth Day.
W.
Marlnmn, I. as Animas,
526
Purse No. 1 . $l,,i
lanilis, 67 pounds, $7.10.
mile; for beaten
ut this
I
P. G. Scott, as Animas, 241 lambs.
meeting; horses having slanted two 64 pounds.
or more times and not finished sec- pounds, $6.75. $6.75; 251 lambs, 63
ond, allowed five pounds. If not sec
S. Oglesliy, San Angelo, 'lex , 494
ond or third, allowed ten pounds.
wethers, 99 pounds, $5.0ii; 3!iu wethPurse No. 18, $150 Six and one ers, loo pounds,
$5.60.
half furlongs; f ir lieuten
Noelse & Co., San Angelo, Tex., 717
t this meeting. Horses having start- wot hers, 91 pounds.
2:19 wethed two or more times and not finished ers, 92 ounds, $5.tlo; $5.60;
479
91
Heoond, allowed five pounds. If not pounds, $5.60; 884 wethers, wethers,
99 pounds
second or third, allowed ten lKiunda. $5.60.
Purse No. lit. a2oo The. Filigree
Thursday, May 31,.
Shoe Handicap; all ages; one mile.
A. C. Mitchell,
Lamar, Colo., 821
This race secured by B. llfeld & Com- clipped lambs,
75 pounds, $6.60.
pany.
Scott, l.as Animas, 161 lambs, 75
Fifth Day.
pounds, $7.35.
Purse No. 20, $100 One-halmile
May &
Lamar, Colo., lnK3
dash; all ages. For horses that have lambs. 67 Jacombs.
pounds, $6.90.
started and not been first or second
A. C. Harper, Flagstaff, Ariz., 1972
at this meeting. Wtight for age.
ioi pounds, $5.7o.
Those, that have not finished as good wethers,
S. Oglesby, Kan Angelo, Tex., 730
as third, allowed five pounds.
wethers. 98 pounds, $5.50; 152 weth
Purse No. 21, $l5o Three-fourters. 99 pounds, $5.50.
mile.
For horses that have started
Stephens,
and not been first or second at this pounds. $3.50.liaise, Tex.. US gouts. 7S
meeting.
Weight for 8gf. Those
Friday, June 1.
that have not finished as (god as
W. ('. Guy,
Coleman, Tex.. 130
third, allowed five pounds.
wethers, 74 pounds, $4.40; 139 weth
ers, 69 pounds, $4.40; 20 lambs, 58
HARNESS EVENTS'.
pniinus, fti.lio.
Tuesday, September 18.
Curburg'g Grain plug Cut Tobacco
AXCiUzen Want ad does the work.
three-year-old- s;

AND

Five-eiL'hth- s

1

MOTHER

EVERYTHING

WE

IJlJt

THE HEALTH

Lira

cn

AND EVEN

TEN DEPENDENT

ON

bfor.

boy,

FRESHNESS AND PURITY OF
THE FOODS AND
DRUGS
USED IN THE FIRST WEEKS

HAVE YOU EXECUTIVE

HAPCOOD8

LY.

FILLED-ACCURATE-

ABILITY?

(Inc.), Brain Brokers)

917 Chemical Building, St. Loula

WANTED.

EAST RAILROAD

AVE.
Bldg.

6 Opposite Raynolds' New

tK00000004XCK0CK0
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless

Extracting

$6.00
$1.50 bp

...,50c

$8

WORK

Money
On

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

fice.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Co

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE!
as low aa $10.00 and as high
ag $200.00. Loans are quickly rsaie,
Time:
and strictly private.
Dot
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
SIB West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Ooen Evenings.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accomwodatlon, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Two Loic,
Corner c?
Silver and Edith.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA. President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo- mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON
.$1,000
.
800

book-keepe-

look-keepe-

ALL

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED Young man for general
merchandise store;must speak Spanish. Address S., this office.
WANTED Experienced cook. Small
family. Apply between 7 and 8
o'clock p. m. Mrs. J. A. Barnard, St.
Joseph Sanitarium.
WANTED A good, sound, gentle, riding pony. Price must be reasonable. Address with price, age, etc.,
"C," care Citizen office.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second hand
clothing. No. 515 South First street.
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, nroprletor.
CORNER
r
WANTED Position as
or assistant
Under INSiOE
stand stencgraphy and can furnish
typewriter. Address, A. B., this of-

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

surplus, $100,000

tele--phon- e

--- ft

LET US FILL YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS AND THEN
THEY WILL BE

NEW MEXICO

m

copiii.!

the Wetern Vnioa or Postal
gI.aph offices f0r
a. D. T. messenger
and send your ad with the cash to The Cltlien office, or
direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your with.

Men with (he capacity for iretttnir result frnmnthert
ir cat ry inn cm uif undertaking
are scarce. If you
have Ruth ainliiy write ti
atattnff position
d(!?ired. anH c will tell you of employer- - who need
capable (Mlite. Anvrrtiningj Traffic and (Irneral Mana
gm. Buyer. Credit Men, Auditors, Secretaries, Treasurers, etc., and will pay frnm ti ooo to fk.ooo a year.
Many Rood positions for men iiavinsj money to invest
with their servire. Offices in 12 cities.

OF INFANCY.

Y

ALBUQUERQUE .

TFf FPHfirVP

THE

1906.'

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

tised through them.

OF-

6,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure tt for yog by a small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only cos's

rely upon It. aa we have not failed
and y"u
that your
money Is not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of houses
by our want sds, as well ss sold nearly everything v
have adver-

IS

OF THE INFANT IS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

One Cent Per Word Insertion

HAVE

THAT

rti

?m

NEEDED.

MARKET LETTER
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Purse- No. 1, $1,000

Surburg's Grain Plug Cut Tobacco
Stake, (early closing.) Secured by
Kothenberg .& Schk ss.
Wednesday, September 19.
Carnation Cream Day. Purso No.
2, $1.000 Carnation
Cream Stake,
(early closing.) Secured by Cross,
Co., and Erlckson & Sabin.
rvolly
Thursday, September 20.
Moeti and Chandon's
White Seal
t hampagne Day. Purse No. 3, $1,000.
&
pace.
Moot
2:13
Chandon's
White Seiil Champagne Stake, (early
closing.) Secured by Ernest Meyers
Company.
Friday, September 21.
Purs.! No. 4, $504) 2 : 25 pace.
Saturday, September 22.
Mitchell Wagon Day. Purse No. 5,
i,000 3:0!) pace.
Mitchell Wagon
Stake, (early closing.)
Secured 4y
U n. Putney.
Purse No. , $5002:14 trot.
iNominatlcns in stakes close June
15. Entries In other classes close on
Scptrmlier 1.
C. K. Newcomer has been appointed
superintendent of the speed ring by,
the fair association, with Max Ievy
as assistant superintendent, and for'
the
further information concerning
races th.3 above parties s.lould be addressed.

Tfet Citizen Publithlng Compaijr

OtTWlaJ
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Best Location

&

in the City.

8ANTA FE

RY.

WANTED Boy, for yard and lawn
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
work, not under 17; wages and
'board, but no rom. Call mornings
(Incorporated.)
before 10 o clock. Mrs. B. S.
110 West Gold Avenue,
Rodey, 802 Kent avenue.
MALE HELP WANTED.
B. F. COPP,
work and conveyancing.
WANTED Branch
managers;
$20 Notarial
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
cash, weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
Offlcam and Director.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
LAWYERS.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS!
Minn.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
President
M- - W
FLOURNOY
President
.....TJce
Automatic Telephone, 174.
FOR RENT.
FRANK McKEB
Bernard 8. Rodey,
Cashier
R. A. FROST
FOR RENT Three-roohouse in
ATTORN
Albuquerue
Assistant Cashier
iENSATIONAL MURDER
H. T. RAYNOLDS
-.
the Highlands, $12 per month. Ad N. M. Prompt attention given to fell
Director
dress. Highlands, Citizen office.
business pertaining to the profession
TRIAL ENDS FOR RENT Two light airy
Will practice in all courts of the terriU. . DEPOSITORY.
furnish
i tiSlSI?
ed rooms. No. 215 North Seventh tory and befoie the United State
land
office.
ONE MAN
IS ACQUITTED AND
Btreet.
Authorised Capital
.rr.....SBM,00jtt
Ira M. Bona.
ANOTHER CONVICTED AT DEM-IN- FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,060.08
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
TERM OF COURT.
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
W?st Railroad avenue.
Depository
for Atchison, Topeka at Santa Fe Railway Company
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
The murder trial of Al Freeman FOR RENT Nice turnlsnect rooms, letter patents, trade marks, claims.
lights
with
electric
and bath, for
and James W. Wney, charged with
R. W. U. Bryan.
light housekeeping
and sleeping
the killing cf Victor Queen at Cen.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
purposes.
Inquire
at corner of que,
tral, In Grant county, December 13,
IOOOOOOOOOOOCOOO
N. M. Office, First National
Railroad avenuo and Fourth street
1904, which had len on trial In the
Bank building.
Over 'hardware store.
district court at Deming, for a week,
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
Q
E. W. Oobson.
closed Saturday, the jury returning a
FOR SALE.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
verdict of murder In the second de- FOR SALE Saddle pony, suitable
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
)
gree against Freeman and acquitting
AT THE
for lady. 621 South Walter street
Wiley.
Freeman has made a motion FOR SALE A $22 gas cooking
DENTISTS.
stove,
lor a new trial, and Judge Parker will
cheap; used two months. Apply at
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
take action on the motion next Sat121 South Edith street.
Dental Surgeon.
urday.
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
piano, in line condition and almost the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
If you know the value of Chambernew, at a bargain.
For particu- Both 'phones. Appointments made by
lain's Salve, you would never wish to
We want your banking business, whether your account be'large
lars, call at this office.
mail.
be without it. Here are some of fhe
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
douule-Oa- r
D.
O.
Alger,
diseases for which It Is especially val- FOR SALE A
S.
Edmund J.
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution to
reled,
shotgun; bran new
Office
uable; sore nipples, chapped uands,
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
guard the interests ot our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
never has been used; one of th hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30
burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
best makes. Call at The Citizen of p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
sore eyes, itching piles, salt rheum
to its care receives the PERSONAL, attention of one of its officers.
particulars.
flee
for
by
pnlntments
eczema.
per
mall.
made
box. For
and
Price 25c
by
druggists.
sale
all
FOR SALE A Vose & Son parlor
DIRECTORS.
PHYSICIANS.
grand piano, In use only four
O. N. MARRON.
WM.
FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN. I. A. DYE.
months, cause of selling, sickness.
OFFICIAL MATT IRS
DR. R. L. HUST,
. MIERA.
F
Will sell to first fair offer. Inquire
JAY A. HUBBS.
8
J. B. HERNDON.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
at 702 West Coal avenue.
Resignation of Penitentiary Commis
with
Tuberculosis
treated
FOR
on
unimproved
Nine
lots
SALE
sioner llfeld, of Thia City.
Electrical Current and GerNorth Third street; will soon be acLouis Ilfeid, of Albuquerque, memmicide. Treatments given each day
to
Will
car
cessible
service.
street
ber of the board of penitentiary com8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse T
sell at a bargain if purchaser Is from
missioners, has tendered his resignaQ
In attendance.
"OLD RELIABLE
Both 'phones.
ESTABLISHED 1S7I
A., this office.
found
once.
at
tion to Governor Hagerman.
This
CiK. W. G. SHADRACH,
Five-rooframe house,
was done as Mr. llfeld is now on a FOR SALE
with orchard, two acres of ground; Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
European trip and will be absent from
one block from Twelfth street car
the territory until the last of the presand Throat.
line; In coming residence portion Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe coas,
ent year. Governor Hagerman
has
of the Lowlands. Good investment, lines. Office, 313V4 West Railroad
not yit considered the matter of fillo
itoi) Nort h Eleventh Btreet.
ing the vacancy.
avenue.
Penitentiary
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 6
Meet. FOR SALE My general merchandise
Commissioners
The board of penitentiary commisbusiness located four miles from P. n
sioners met yesterday at the terrl-t- .
Belen. A rare chance for some one
UNDERTAKER.
A
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
rial prison in special session for the
to step into a nice money-makin- g
Auto,
purpose of awarding contracts for
In the Southwest.
'phone
316
investigaColo. Red 115.
business. Will bear full
supplies for the coming six months, in
A. BORDERS.
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on
Building. Black
Club
or address, Chas. Mann, Publitos, N. Commercial
accordance with advertisements
FARM AND
WAGONS
in The Albuquerque Evening
and white hearse, $5.
Mex.
Citizen. Those ipresent were: F. H. FOR SALE S toe kand tlmberranch :
ARCHITECTS.
Pierce, Ijis Vegas, president; W. H.
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
q XUlllI UAL) AVliUtS
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
Newcomb,
Malaqulas
Silver City;
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
cattle, 3 horsos; wagons, tools and
Martinez, Taos; .absent, Juan Navarro,
ford, rooms
Barnett building
farming implements.
Two
secretary. In the absence of the lathouses, barn, and large corral. Only Albuquerqu. N. M. Both 'phones.
SOME VERY DESIRABLE
ter, Commissioner Newcomb acted as
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
LAND MATTERS.
FEATURES
secretary.
government resf rvatlon. Plenty of
The board was busy for several
H. W. 8. Otero,
water. Price. $1,500. Easy terms.
Are being added In the way of sanihours examining bids and samples.
N. Poach & Co., real estate dealers,
United States Court Commissioner,
tary equipment, constant improve
The awards will Ikj given in ttiis
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
212 West Gold avenue.
nients d.4iig away with old difficulpaper as soon as fully determined.
FOR SALE Two Bets ol snelviug, to matters before the land office
ties. The low tank closet is one
sixteen-foot
long;
two
ninety feet
of the march of progress in
CIVIL ENGINEER.
An Alarming Situation
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
modern plumbing, and one that is
Frequently results from neglect of
R.
J.
Farwell,
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
thoroughly
appreciated by all who
clogged bowels and torpid liver, until
Room 23. N. T. Armijo Building.
have bad to contend with the noisy,
LOST.
constipation oecomes chronic. This
high tank, not to speak of
NOTARY PUBLIC.
condition is unknown to those who LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
improved traps,
porceuse Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
From Jemez Springs, black horse,
Thos. K. D. Mddlcon,
lain enamel, etc.
best and gentlest regulators of Stombranded "H" on left shoulder. "J H" Office with W. B. Childers, 117 W Wit
We carry the finest line of Garden
ach and Bowels. Guaranteed by all
on left flank, double reversed "P"
Gold avenue.
Hose In the city.
druggists. Price 25c.
on hip. Finder roturn to Melini &
VETERNINARIAN.
Albuquerque and receive $20
Also the Hat Shelf.
Standard Heating & Plumbing Co,
reward.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Postmaster Perry received InstrucOffice, 424 North Second street.
Auto phone, 671. Colo., Red 284.
The picnic baskets for dale at the
tions Wednesday to move the
from Second street to the new Mcintosh Hardware company's store Plwnes Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
federal building. The ihw building are indispensable for outing parties. Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
o
is a most handsome structure.
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
parlors, No
The architecture
is classical or 2fi;tMrs. Bambini, at ner
avenue,
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
pre
is
Railroad
West
A.
L.
have
Morgan.
rather what we in America
thorough scalp treat
SHERMAN-WII- J
IAMS
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
PAINT
learned to designate as colonial. The pared to give dressing,
Always In
PAPER
treat corns TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
do hair
tovers more, looks best, wears Bl'ILDIXG
superstructure is of gray bricks and
R,otkIngrowing
Cement,
bunions
faster,
Lime,
nails.
She
and
longest,
soliccheerfully
furnished;
job
cconomiacl,
most
The
full
work
doorway.
stone with a massive
massage treatment and manicur ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.
luating arrangement is also in the gives
iiascment. There are many wardrobes 'g- Mrs. Bambini's own preparation 911 North Second street, AlbuquerFIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
throughout the building, the one in f complexion cream builds up the que, N. M.
'"in and
improves the complexion,
contliu postmaster's private office
BEAUTY CULTURE.
and is guaranteed not to be injur!
taining a nice shelf for a silk hat.
"s. She also prepares a hair tonic
t, hillUolhe (O.) .ews.
M. Helena Leonard.
Mrs.
iliat cures and prevents dandruff and
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Z
Fort Bayard, N. M.. May 31, 1906. lair tailing out; restores life to dead
Late of New York City.
"air; removes moles, warts and
Sealed proposals in triplicate for
The latest scientific appliances and
nous hair. Also a face powder.
to Public Buildings here, will
up to date methods for treating the
cure and pimple cure and pile face,
he iiceived
until 11 a. m., June 15,
scalp, complexion
19i Mi, and then opened.
Information 't:re. All of these preparations ar steaminghairand and
7
bleaching, manicuring
LT.
vegetable compounds. Have
S. re- l"i !!
furnished on application.
shampooing.
and
'
added a vibrator machine for
serves the rigi.i to accept or reject
Electrolytic Automatic Water Masany . r all proposals or any part 'refluent of sca.'p, face and cure of sage;
Hair DryElectric
protinkles. It is also used for r'ueuma-- ' er; Radio
thereof. Envelopes containing
Bell, one of the latest scienvin. pains- and massage.
posals should be endorsed:
"Pro
tific discoveries in the treatment of
o
posals for Repairs to Public Build-If you want results in advcrtMng
the skin by colored light rays and
itiKS," and addrtssed to Caj't. S. P.
heat.
an Evening Citizen want ad.
Vestal, Qnir.
SUITE ::3 and 3fi, BARNETT BLDO.
i
o
Mtw AND WOMEN.
Auto 'phone 726.
It your stomacii i roubles you do;
im H,(;
. forunnaturftl
i
LKKteAND
ill
Lit: .."'. ,ii tlttinuifttluns,
not conclude mat there Is no cure, for
In 1930.
imiaiii.tus ur ulcerattfuiia
a great many have beui pet maneni ly
Yes, my
Dashing young lady:
'inn.'., ,,.4
PrtaU oUrW
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
pa reins were Ouakers.
Liver i aMets. Get a free sample ut
Deenlv interested young man; You
CINCINNATI,
EfTft
A"1
j
IruUU,
any drug store and give them a trial.
vr ciu mi piam wrapper, don't say so!
tT ?iprta, prpiU, fur
They also cure constipation and
Yes, but they moved away
D. y. 1.:
uu, or
lotUr U.K.
t'uculat MUI vtt rwjiMat. from San Francisco in l'Jo7.
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RUBBER HEELS
FOR DWELLERS

Colorado Telephone Co. Spending
$100,000 in City Improvements

Saw Mills Employing

IN THE FLATS

Double Shifts

Railroad Shops Employing More Men

landlords of Washington
Furnish Them Free
to Tenants.
MEET

WHOLESALE .GROCERS

Two Liauor Dealers' Associa- -

tions Are in Session in
Louisville, Ky.

I

Washington, V. C, June ti. Rubber
heels at the expense of landlords for
Vlat dwellers is the latest innovation
of renting agents here. It seems that
the landlords have come to the conclusion that something must be done to
noise
stop the nerve shattering
caused by the walking over hardwood
floors with heavy shoes. They tallV'd
mntter nvnr nil1 runplipit llip nnn- cluslon that It would be necessary to
cither furnish carpets of rubber runners for each flat or rubber heels for
the tenants. As it is undoubtedly
rhpnnpr to snnnlv rnblipr heels than
carpets and rugs, it was decided to
make the wearing of rubber heels by
the tenants compulsory. As a result
there is a clause in the more recent
Jeases of apartments that every member of a family must wear rubber
lieels on shoes while in the apartment. The innovation is for the pur-noof securing some manner of quiet
n the crowded apartment houses. In
are
, apartment houses where
"permitted, and there are not many
of them, it is specified Jn the lease
that the wheels must' be equipped
with rubber tires. On moving in
the tenants are sent to a nearby shoemaker, whose has a contract with the
landlord to equip their shoes with
the noiseless heels. Agents say that
few tenants made any objection to
the rubber heel clause in the lease.

Albuquerque Traction Co. Building Two Miles of Extensions

pw
1l7
University N eights the coming residence section
of the city Beautiful SO foot lots $25 to $BI50.

nly $5 a month.

se

The building

ts

WHOLESALE GROCERS
FROM FORTY-FOUBuffalo, N. Y., June b.

M

The Wool Scouring Plant is
Running Full Capacity

MEET
STATES.
Represent-

atives of the wholesale grocery trade
states have come toin forty-fogether here for a national convention
the principal object of which is the
formtaion of a national organization
of the wholesale grocery interests of
the United States. The local grocers
have made extended preparations for
the reception and entertainment of
the delegates and a highly successfulur

convention is epected. The headquarters of the grocerymen is at the
Iroquois Hotel, where the sessions of
the convention will be held. The
opening meeting was called to ort
der yesterday afternoon and the
ion will remain in session three
days.
Pure food and the proper enforcement of the pure food laws in the
different states will be one of the
Ie
principal subjects of discussion.
is expected that a committee of the
Retail Grocers' Association will appear 'before the convention to urge
concerted action in the matter.
INTERESTS HAVE
GATHERED AT LOUISVILLE.
Louisville, Ky., June 6. The annual
convention of the National Wholesale
Liquor Dealers' Association opened
yesterday with a large attendance of
delegates, representing every part of
the United States. The convention
will last three days and the local
liquor men have made special efforts
for the entertainment of the delegates. At the same time the National
Association of Mail Order Liquor
Dealers is holding its annual convention here at. the Seelbach. This association, which is incorporated under the laws of Kentucky, has now
about forty members. It was organized last year in Chicago, with an
original membership of seven members.
Matters of great importance to the
liquor trade will be discussed at both
conventions. The principal fight now
on in which the mail order houses
are interested, is a fight with the express companies for; a reduced rate of
transportation. The companies held
for the regular merchandise rates,
but through the efforts of the association a reduction has been granted.
The reduction, however, has not been
great enough to satnsfy the demands
of the association, and the fight is
still being continued. Robert L. Crlg'
ler of Coveington, Ky., is president of
the association.
LIQUOR

(Interest

an Electric Car Line to the University will Double
the value of this property.

of

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVRM'T CO.
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Get What You Ask For!
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Like a shower

TERRITORIAL TOPICS
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X

on a flower.
The colors appear at the
touch of the refreshing
rain drops. In the same
way Nature gives back a

X
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x x x x x x x
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HYDROPHOBIA

a Reaso- n-

660

DOG

BITES LITTLE GIRL.
The other night, Joseph Rains, liv
ing south of Tempe, Ariz., left for
Chicago, where he was taking his
daughter for treatment'
at the Pasteur Institute. The little'one had been bitten by a dog supSeveral
posed to have hydrophobia.
uays ago, the dog Is known to 'havei
been bitten by a hydrohpobia skunk,!
and when the animal bit the child it
.was decided to run no chances, but
to take tier to the institute ai once.

Automatic Phone, 292.

a true, faithful, loyal servant

Why the Good People of
America buy Cascarets as
Fast as the Clock Ticks.
Every second some one, somewhere,
Box of Casis Buying a little Ten-Ce- nt
carets.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
time3 to the Minute.
60 Minutes to the Hour, 3600 Boxes an
Hour, 36,000 Boxes a Day; of Ten Hours,
1,030,000 Boxes a MonuV and then some.
Think of it 220,000 People take a
Cascaret tablet each day. Millions use
Cascarets when necessary.
The Judgment of Millions of Bright
Americans is Infallible. They have been
Buying and Taking Cascarets at that rate
for over Six years.

DAUGHTER OF POSTMASTER
WALTER PROMOTED.
The postoffice department Monday
gave official notice ttiat the resignation of John K. Stauffer as registry
and money order clerk in the Santa
Fe 'postofilce 'nad leen accepted, and
that Emily A. Walter, the general delivery clerk, had been promoted to
the vacancy, with a substantial Increase in salary. Substitute Clerk
Vicente Alarid has been promoted to
the vancancy created by Miss Walter's promotion, at a salary of $5ti0 a
year.

woman's youthful skin
tints when Hagan's Magnolia Balm is applied.
Absolutely harmless, and
makes a faded complexion
fresh and velvety at once.

Is

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

of Mankind.
Over Five Millions of Dollars have
been Spent to make the merits of Cascarets known, and every cent of it would
be lost, did not sound merit claim and
hold the constant, continued friendship,
Patronage and Endorsement of . well'
pleased people year after year.

There is also a Reason
Why there are Parasites who attach
themselves to the Healthy Body of Cascaret 's success Imitators, Counterfeiters,
Substitutors.
They are Trade Thieves who would
rob Cascarets of the "Good Will" of ths
people, and sneak unearned profits,
earned and paid for by Cascarets.

ALBUQUERQUE,

!

come up for consideration and debate
at the session tomorrow morning, and
the discussion will 'be in charge of
Miss Harriet May Mills, state organizer, who has selected a number of
among them Miss
a ile speakers,
Julia A. Jenney, Syracuse; Mrs. Mary
F. S. Gannett, Rochester, and Miss
Anna S. Huntington, Syracuse.
A delightful program has been preA Dishonest Purpose means a Dishonest
It Is not an Experiment, not an Accipared for the literature and art diProduct and a Disregard of the Purchasdent or Incident, but a sound, Honest
vision of the convention. Mrs. Henry BIG LAMB CROP
ers' Health or Welfare.
Altman of Buffalo will read a paper
B u si ness , based onTlme-Trie- d
REPORTED IN ARIZONA
tomorrow morning on "Tfce Art of the
Beware of the Slick Salesman and his
MerU, never found wanting.
his
in
came
from
H.
H.
Scorse
Cole-groAncient Hebrews," and Ir. S. P.
speaking
camps
"Just as Good" story that comancient
a
Reason.
week
and
sheep
is
There
this
will speak on
of Salamanca
of the lamb crop he reports over luo
mon sense refutes,
"Art in the Home."
per cent in his herds, says the
Cascarets are made only by the Sterling
Cascarets are the implacable foe of Remedy Company, and the
Argus. Thomas Ortego reports
ROYAL PRINCE RAwES
famous little
per
All Disease Germs: the incomparable
HIS OWN AUTOMOBILE. his herds will have over 105countscent;
Ten Cent "Vest Pocket" box Is hero
beWhittemore
while
Chas.
l'.erlin, June U. The great road race
i. 115 per cent. Mr. cleanser, purifier and strengthener of the shown. They are never sold In bulk.
112 and
for the Harkomar prize started from tween
entire Digestive Canal.
sheep business
been
has
Scorse
Every tablet marked "CCC."
s,
here today with a large number of at Holbrook for ina the
They Act Hke Exercise on the
great
of
number
Be sure you get the genuine.
Among them is Prince
contestants.
make them strong and acUye
saw the range in as
UNTERRIFIED OF ARKANSAS
Henry of Prussia, who is steering his years and never
looksays
now.
He
as
do
condition
their
work
tine
to
Themselves
Help
,:u
able
IN STATE CONVENTION.
rurtii- Rpn tmtnr me
Hot Springs, Ark., J use (i. The road race will take ten days and will '"K at the range as it was five years
keep themselves clean.
person
cannot
ngo
today
a
again
and
democratic state convention of Ar- take the contestants over a route
FRIENDS!
of Innocent
Cascarets are the
rP" FREE TO toOUR
change
possible.
,
believe
the
our friends a brautiful
Frankfurt-on-Mainnoon touching
We want to send
Munich
kansas opened yesterday
Childhood against the Dreadful Death-dealiBONBON BOX.
with u full delegation representing and Vienna.
in colors.
It Is beauty for the
Dangers that threaten the Lives
SANTA FE TO HAVE
every county in the state. It is exdressing table. Ten cents In stamps is asked as a
A NEW JAIL.
of the Little Ones.
SHAKE IT OFF,
measure ot eood fait h and to cover cost ol Cascarets,
pected that the convention will re726
Aj a special meeting of the hoard of
with whiclftFis dainty trinket Is loaded.
main in session three days. Contestare Purely Vegetable, absolutely
They
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
ing delegations are present from Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burdens. county commissioners of Santa Fe
or
Mew
Chicago
York.
Company,
Efficient,
Ktirecy
Sterling
and
Harmless, always Reliable
county, at which all members were
Albuquerque Citizen Shows You
Hempstead, Cross, Mississippi and
How.
present, the contract for the const ruc-?- i
Poinsett counties.
was let, and Mrs. Ixng came to Trinidad to- - WOMAN SAYS HENDRICKS
n of a new county jail
The principal contest will be over
Don't bear unnecessary burdens.
of Trinidad being
john A.
THREATENED TO KILL,
the nomination of commissioner of
nether a abort time ago and Mopped1
unnecesBurdens of a bad back are
the successtul bidder, ills figures be- at the same hotel. Mrs. Skiles charges
mines, manufactories and agriculture, sary.
A u j.wi.n dispatch dated June 4,
to
be
proper
is
JV.H'.Hi.
ing
i'he
Jail
as none of the candidates has enough
that it was on this occasion that the,S3Vs;
prosecution in the Hen- Get rid of them.
steel concrete,
built of reinforced
instructed votes to secure his nominDoan's Kidney Pills cure bad backs; while the residence portion will be alleged criminal acts were performed ,, i(.Us murder ase announced at
ation at the first ballot. Guy Tucker
the couple. The fact that the jonniiiieiu that they would rest their
Cure lame, weak and aching backs; of brick, with stone trimmings. There
leads with 208 votes. The nomination
transgression of the law is alleged to .aS(J five minutes after court
Cure every form of kidney ills.
upon
propositions
four other
for railroad commissioner in the
occurred in Trinidad was the vened Tuesday morning. The case
Iits of local endorsements to prove wire
which bids were received, but the cause or her securing tue warrant has
northwestern district will have to be this.
In n on
trial for over a week.
the
(nought
be
to
was
style
chosen
settled In the district convention, as
here. Mrs. ling is a r: ikingly hand- - Tobe Udoin, who went after HenC. A. Hall, machinist in the round best
Three
economical.
most
and
none of the candidates has a clear house of the Santa Fe shops, resisome young woman ; :.d is said to! dricks after he had been caught in
contractors, John A. I.aughlin of
majority.
dence 204 Atlantic avenue, says: "I Trinidad, M. M. Sunilt of l.as Vegas, have always bornr ;m excellent repu- - Carringion. N. I)., testitied that Hendricks, going by the name, of Newhave had attacks of pain just across and J- J- Rutherford or Albuquerque, tation in Raton.
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my
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ton Clayton, had married in North
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Kids,
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til'
who
OR
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LITERATURE
had
TEACHING.
wire
Dakota. Mrs. .w. Minttr, a prominent
Syracuse, N. Y., June ti. .Several the kidneys, some of which lasted an strangely, none of Santa Fe's con- TEAMSTER THROWN UNDER
woman, and daughter of the late Judge
When
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week.
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entire
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CRUSHED.
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litmatter
representing
hundred
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no let up to the aching, and tractors took the
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Frank Lea, Monday afternoon stated
there
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erary and educational
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details of an accident which that
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not
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sembled here to attend the tenth
attended with and said:
dispose
of it. The last mediradically
,
LOTHARIO
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of
GAY
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HUSBAND
the Federation
fatal results, reached Prescott Sun-nual convention
-was Dean's Kidney PUls
cine I
Will Hainl iolt killed Mr. McF.lroy
I'pon complaint of the wife of Har- day evening, says tin- Journal-Miner- .
Women's Literary and Educational prcouredtried
drug
say
a
To
6tore.
at
that
i
the bis! frit nd i ever had, ami
ami
n
Harry
opened
which
Deputy
Organizations,
Sheriff
here they are worth recommending feebly ry It. Skiles,
From the Informal
at hand, it
this morning at the New York State expresses my opinion of them. They Lewis of Trinidad went to Raton arm- appear, that w hile a heavily laden if J ever have trouble with hiiu 1 will
Trade School for Girls. The head- quickly removed the trouble."
ed with a warrant which culled for ore team was being driven down a kill him."
steep hill on the road from The Iron
quarters of the delegates is at the
The iefens,. announced Unit they
For sale by all dealers. Price BO the arrest of Skiles and Mrs. Anna
of King mine to the iilancliard siding,
well
known
residents
Vales Hotel.
both
otild
Drive to have Mrs. M inter's
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co.,
N.
Ilttffalo,
The program arranged for this con- Y. solo agents for the United States. Raton, who are charged with unlaw- - the brake on the wagon gave way. cvidi in e stricken from the records,
g
were taken and
vention is of unusual lr.t' rest. Among
rapidly down the grade, nn t.i'' gr uuil that it was hypolhetRemember the name Doan's and fully living together. They
arraigned threw the teamMcr. a man named ical.
the attractive features is a lecture take no other.
4. back to Trinidad by Lewis,
by Isinar J. IVritz, professor of Sem-iti- c
Kvid. lice for th defense will take
before .Justice Coney and furnished Teague, violently to tae ground, the
languages and archaeology In the
Old Adam had promised faithfully bonds of their anpearanee on June 11. w heels passing over one of big arms at li tis: oil' week.
University of Syracuse, who will to Ik- - homi- - by ti o'clock, but it was The case lias created quite a sensa - 'and one g, breaking both members,
speak this afternoon on "Women in after 7 whin lie boarded one of the tlon in Raton, where the parties are besides inflicting other serious Jn- Senator Aldrlch says that he is will- the Ancient Hebrew Cult." At the Kden Rapid Transit company's cars, well known. Skiles Is a barber and; juries that it is reared will caus0 the ing that .steel to ie useu in rcuuuu-Mr- s.
is the wife of a prominent loss of his life. The injured man was ing San Francisco lie entered free,
opening sesaion tills morning Miss ami grabbed a strap, and it was after
man. Mrs. Pearl M. Skiles, at t nee taken to the hospital at Hum-- ' Now we're ready to believe that
.add delivered an interesting address S when he oiened the front door.
business
"Here,' he said V) himself, ' Is the complaining witness, is the wife boldt, where his wounds were dressed brotherhood of man talk we've heard
on Early Federation Mays."
' The woman suffrage question will where I get a rib roast for dinner."
u tUL. lust teu days.
of Skiles. It is alleged that Skiles by the resident physician.
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REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

eight-year-ol- d

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.
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Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, If she tells you to ordw
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (tr you should forget the order), that you could not
grocer
And It, for every first-clas- s
handles KM PRESS. You will alwy
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and most Important of all.
good cheer to gTeet you when yoo
come home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all others.
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safe-gua-

Frrnch-desiirne-
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M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

money in it is a handy
keep.

ss,

pocket-boowith money In it. The
bank hook. Is handler, safer and
far more convenient.
This bank offers every facility
for a bank account. Small accounts are as welcome as large
ones, and receive the same careful
attention.
A small business requires a bank
account just as well as a large
business. A bank account Is
jo spuii ll11 l suooatrjuuA
ness.

HAMHINI.

KILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNC8

Dr. King'

WITH

ad--st-

ru.-hin-

1
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M!m'm

Mllll MUM

MM

"I'll"!

A bank book which shows

that you have a comfortable sum
in the bank Is far better than the

nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-claas I have liad fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made'
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth, liadles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

AND

good to have and fine to

article

My merchant tailoring shop Is upstairs over No. 20!) West Railroad ave-

O.

M.

A pocket book with

TAILORING

-

t

i

117 Gold Avenue

Nov Discovery
Pries
60c $1.00
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Burest and Uuickeat Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TBOUiJ-Lor MONEY SACK.
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President Determined

The keenest Interest will center In (the action of the
bouse of representatives on the Bcverldge ameiidnient to
the agricultural bill. Already a substitute has been Introduced by Representative Cmmpacker, providing that
state Inspection may be accepted by the secretary of ag-

riculture, and weakening all provisions of tho measure
as unanimously passed by the senate, it is apparent that
the strongest possible fight will be made to modify the
bill In the interest of the packers, and the president is
determined that it shall not be weakened in any particular, but strengthened if any change is made. Since
Speaker Cannon has announced that ho will do his best
to prevent the Beveridge amendment from passing the
liouse, a dramatic and significant situation Is presented.
When an irresistible force meets nn Immovable lxxly
something interesting happens. It will be worth while to
watch events as they proceed.
Tho packers realize that they have met tho real
thing, and that they will have to yield something to the
public clamor, but they are doing their best to make the
inspection such as will leave them at liberty to dcxtor
the inspectors as well as the meat. Roosevelt is determined that there shall be no loopholes for irregularities and evasion, and threatens to withhold all labels of
government Inspection if congress refuses to pass what
he regards as an adequate measures. Since no meat can
he sold In Europe without this governmental stamp, the
president has a whip to crack that cannot well be defied.
The cattle raisers are fast awakening to the fact
that the cle.v.iing i:p of all chance for scandal or distrust
is essential for the continuance of the meat industry,
and hence for the success of their business. They ask,
however, that the expense of Inspection be placed wiih
the government, since otherwise the stock raisers would
pay the piper entirely. The News thinks they are right
in this contention, not so much because of Its effect upon
stock and meat prices as because, if ithe nation holds the
pursestrings for the Inspection, It will be far more likely
to secure an honest and scientific inspection force.
report is as nauseating as had
The
lieen surmised, an.i it is but a prelude to a more thorough
one, if the remedy is not promptly applied. It will not
le an edifying spectacle to have congressmen from packing house states trying to defend the packing Interests
and to avoid a thorough Inspection. Murder is horrible
when it is committed In the heat of anger under terrible
provocation, it is more horrible when committed indirectly, In cold blood, under the Incentive of greater profits. Let the men implicated In all this ghastly array of
horrors be rescued from methods which they could not
themselves tolerate If they could realize their awful results. Denver News.
N'eill-Reynol-

Money Matters

Henry Clews, in his weekly Financial Review for
June 2, speaking of the demands made by railroads upon
the financial market, says:
"At this juncture, however, come the demands of
the railroads, which have been postponed as long as
possible. These have been unusually heavy in the past,
and promise to be very large In the future. Our railroad
system Is still behind the country's requirements, the
expenditures of the last four of" five years having been
insufficient to meet national growth. Most of these outlays have been devoted to modernizing our railroads and
providing better ternimal facilities. Now, with the development of the great wrest, comes the imperative call for
new mileage, as well as completion of improvements.
Many Important new projects are already under way and
others are pending. It is stated that fully 15,000 miles of
new road have been projected in the south, and if the
same ratio is observed in western states which is more
than likely it is easy to see that the next two or three
years will witness an unsual period of new railroad construction. This will, of course, be beneficial to the country at large and promises continued prosperity for the
iron and steel industry."
Speaking of monetary conditions, he tells us: "During- the last six months the stock market has been entirely dominated by monetary conditions. The demands
for various purposes, such as new enterprises, trade activity, stock and real estate speculation and, finally, the
San Francisco fire, have all tended to the practical exhaustion of monetary supplies. Fortunately we have
been able to make extensive borrowings abroad and the
danger arising from this strain upon our credit system
has been happily averted. Some of these demands have
ieen satisfied, temporarily at least, and the prospects are
that during the next two months easier conditions will
prevail."
The Spaniard has ever beer, aofed for his stately
courtesy and his inborn politeness. A fine illustration
that these excellent attributes still characterize the race,
was given the other day in connection with the marriage
of King Alfonso and the Princess Ena. President Canala-Jes- ,
of the Cortes, in welcoming the newly made queen
said: "Madam, we come before yonir highness both
aa representatives of the parliament of Spain and as
representatives of the nation to convey to you the assurance without the slightest semblance of flattery that if
the nation itself had chosen a spouse for its king, as our
august sovereign has seen fit to select a queen for his
people, the aspirations of Don Alfonso XIII would have
coincided most happily and completely with the wishes
of his people."
Hancock, president of the
Tex., and interested with
Col. T. V. Heman and others in the MeC.ee addition to
Tucumcaii, and John A. Ijnighlin, the I .as Vegas contractor, have informed IkMIi the M. li. Goldetibcrg com
pany and Col. Heman that they have decided lo build
a hotel here, which will cost them anywhere from $ 15,000
to $20,ii(Hi. The Tucumcari Wool Scouring plant is digKing another well at the plant here. Schnelle's steam
drilling outfit is cloing the work. They were down 150
feet Thursday night, and expect to go li.lu fen before
ihey strike the water below the siind inflow.
They
struck an abundance of water at 137 feet, but cased it off
because of the sand inflow.
Tucumcaii News:

S. II.

First National Bank of Paris,

Eddy Argus:

The republicans of Eddy county expect to make a clean, fair, open canvass for their ticket.
There will be no abuse, no whisky and no Indecency.
The ticket uuinbers representative citizens, competent
in every way to discharge the duties of the office to
which they aspire and to which their party has named
them. It is now up to the voters of the county to pass
on the two tickets. It is a business propostion, pure
and simple.
Bishop (). E. Oveisou has
St. Johns, A;iz., Herald:
received from the Bureau of Soils, Department of Agriculture, Washington City, thirteen kinds of seeds of forage plants adapted to alkaline soils, and" planted them on
average alkaline boil here, the 3ith. There was sufficient seed to plant five acres, of Mting peas two kinds,
Soy peas two kinds, Cow peas four kinds, Rape one kind,
Dwarf Mllou one kind, Sourless sorghum one kind. Sorghum cane one kind, and Kaffir corn one kind.

I'arinlngton Hustler:
With railroads building and
others projected, all centering at Karmingtoii, with the
prospects of being on one of the great transcontinental
railroads lines, and with a big crop of fruit, hay and
vegetables, this year Is certainly promising enough to
suit the most exacting and dispel the blues of the most
pessimistic.
Albuquerque's two daily newsSocorro Chieftain:
papers have slopped abusing each other, and are
at work ioct,tiiig the Duke City, which is a mighty
bight more Incoming to them, and more profitable, as
well.
now-har-

EVENING CITIZEN.

Sinclair and His
Jungle Revelation

IS

INTERVIEWED

id

heart-grippin-

THE JUNGLE.
Upton Sinclair has done his country good service.
He wrote a novel, but it was not fiction.
It was what
Is stranger than fiction; it was the plain, unvarnished
tale of the packing industries at Chicago.
Mr. Sinclair called his story "The Jungle," and when
the president read It, its recital of the filth and the awful
conditions surrounding the preparation of the country's
principal meat supply, aroused his Indignation. The indignation, however, was directed at Sinclair. He did not
believe such revolting practices as were pictured could
be true' and his famous muck rake address included Sinclair as one of its objects.
But soon after he had an Interview with that
and was so Impressed that he sent two men, in
whom he had absolute confidence, to make a thorough
Inspection of "Packlngtown."
He wished to be sure, if
the people were being fed diseased meat; If It was true
that if the sausage machine caught a human hand the
machine simply ground on; if the outfit of a curer of
hams, included oil the paraphernalia of an embalming
undertaker and if a few other matters, too disgusting for
publication, were a part of the meat packing industry.
The report went to the president, but not to the public. The packers reached him before It did, and begged,
as few men have, for their lives. If he would suppress
the report they were ready to consent to any remedial
legislation he might adviBe. If he published it their
foreign business would be lost. "Ves," said the president, "and your domestic business, also."
For once the packers were humble. They forgot
their immunity, they forgot their high and mighty scorn
of the law, and their accustomed readiness to blame
everybody and everything but themselves. The cattle
dealers joined In tholr plea, and the president was quick
to take advantage of the situation.
A rider to the agricultural
bill passe. the senate
without debate, without so much as a remark. It will be
the same In the house. It extends the government in
spection of meats intended for foreign markets to those
destined for homo consumption.
It goes further than the old law, for it provides for
inspection from the killing block to the cooling room.
Every process is to be open to these men w ho will work
under the supervision of the agricultural department
They are to be paid by tho government from fees paid
by the packers into the treasury, and though this ex
pense will doubtless be added to the selling price of the
meat so taken from the public, ihe public can afford It if
it brings the expected result.
Duluth News Tribune.
CLEARING

California Millionaires.
Horace Dawes was the first Pacific millionaire to d
vote his fortune to public use. His will, probated In 1 87 .
'eft .) per ci ni of his estate of several millions to found
a university and ; school of mechanical arts.
The will
was, however, broken by his widow.
It is told of James Lick that be left his Pennsylvania
home to live down bis love for a miller's daughter, whose
father had relentlessly turned him down as a suitor.
"(live in y girl to you?" the miller Is said to have exclaimed. "Not much! Want to marry this grist mill, do
you?"
"Call that a mill?" retorted Uck, "Why, next time
you hear from me I'll have one of mahogany."
When he came to San Francisco in 1S47 Lick had
some money made 1u Central America, which he promptly
Inevsted 111 cheap building lots and lands and dle.l a millionaire. He never married and left $7do,noo for the
founding of ho Lic k Observatory alone and
to
other charities. And he built bis mahogany grist mill
leo, on Guadalupe creek, In the beautiful San Jose valley.
Lick was a modest,
hardworking man,
who, living in a $:'"0 shanty, built oik of the most magnificent hotels that had been seen anywhere, doing its
nio.t particular cabinet work with his own bands. Ik
was born hi lnt; and died in lX7ti. His body lies In
of the great telescope in the observatory that commemorates bis name for all time.
Cogswell, who left a million dollars to endow the
polytechnic school Ibat. bears bis name, was one of San
Francisco's eccentric philanthropists.
He was famous
for a generation lor bis mania for presenting drinking
fountains, surmounted with his effigy, to any city that
would accept them. San Francisco had two.
1
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Our Ten Dollar Suits

(Continued from page one.)

Whilo the packing house agitation Is attracting attention to I'pton Sinclair's remarkable book, "The Jungle,". It would be unfortunate to have Its predominaMng
in
Ideas forgotten
the Incidental elements which
such excitement.
have aroused
When
Florence
Kelly began her work for the overthrow of the
sweatshop, and was trying to make the public
realize the enormities of tho
labor in damp,
darkness and filth, she found that Influential folks listened with keen interest and solicitude only when the
facts of contagion through such manufacture were made
apparent. At this time her little s;m remarked to her,
with a long Bigh: "It is too bad, mother, about these jtoor
women who work so hard in horrid places, but I'm afraid
I should not mind
about it much if the scarlet fever
would not got Into my knee pants." The boy voiced the
general attitude which Is apparent now In the excitement awakened about the packing hose phase of this new
novel. The saddest facts of "The Jungle" are not those
which have to do with diseased meat and poisoned dinned stuffs. The human tragedy depicted is far more
serious nnd general than even the widespread disseminafood. When Sinclair went to
tion of disease-breedin- g
the Chicago stockyards to gather material for a story
he had no thought of any exposure of unique conditions
in that particular Industry.
He wanted to study the
conditions of labor In a typical Industrial center where
large numbers of skilled and unskilled laborers worked
tinder modern conditions.
But it Is not for its realistic pictures of inspection
and sausage vats that "The Jungle" is called "The Vncle
Tom's Cabin of Laoor." It is because it makes living
and real the miseries of the man who must hunt for a
job; the man wh3 is Injured at his work; the man who
is out of work without money In winter; the man who
fights for a place to sleep in the jail.
Statistics show these things to bo common enough;
they tell these stories in numerals of four, five and six
places, but "The Jungle" makes them horribly, vicloiusly
alive.
Everyone must know what Is the lot of a young wo
man In establishments where every place is sought by
scores of other women when she will not yield to the
wishes of her boss. But the pitiful fate of "Ona" gives
ghastly reality of the wrongs suffered by womankind
under the necessity of holding a place.
Child lalior is something to be deplored by every
body, and opposition to it in press and club makes picturesque agitation, but the statistics pile up, unaffected
but slightly by all tho disapproval.
This could not be
if every unit in those hundreds of thousands of child
labor figures meant somethnving real.
The boy In "The Jungle," who has such a horror of
the cold on winter mornings that he has to be beaten be
fore he will start out on the long walk to the stockyards,
brings the integers In the child labor figures Into clear
outline and makes the heart ache with the awful reality
of child misery.
People talk wisely of penal reform and the cruelties
of our jail sentences, but the - usband in "The Jungle,"
sentenced to Jail for beating the villain who wronged his
wife, obliged to stay there while he knew not'what horror
overlook his family, robber during his absence of his
support, takes this evil out of the realm of abstract so
cial problems and makes it clear what unspeakable
abominations the life machinery of the law may some
times work.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" told nothing new. It only
made well known wrongs take on form and feature and
become living things. So of Upton Sinclair's "Jungle."
g
Its chief service is to give dramatic,
real
ity to the miseries the world knows but will not awake
fully to see. Rocky Mountain News.
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there has been no business or any
other proposition made."
When asked what the Traction company Intended to do In the matter of
the petition presented to the city
council at their meeting last Monday

night by the Retail Merchants' asso
ciation, praying that the association,
property owners on First street and
others using that streot, be granted
some relief from the conditions prevailing thereon, occasioned by tho fact
that, the street is rather narrow, and
that the switches of the Traction
company occupy the greater part of
the available space, Col. Jastro said:
"Tho street committee from your
honorable city council called upon me
yesterday and we discussed the matter
at some length.
"It Is not the policy or Intention of
the Traction company to injure anybody or any property, nor to antagonize the abutting property owners on
l lrst street, but at present we cannot
tell where to put the switch in case
we should move it.
"We are constructing
one and
s
miles of extensions at
present, and as soon as it is completed we will have to arrange our
schedules and place the switches accordingly.
present, we cannot
At
tell what that schedule will be, nor
where it would be most advisable to
place the switch, now on First street,
but we are more than willing to make
any changes that will be of benefit
to property holders, so lonsr. naturally,
as it is not an absolute detriment to
the Traction company.
it is unfortunate that all of y ur
streets are rather narrow, with the
exception of Railroad avenue, but as
soon as our present extensions are
completed and the schedule arranged,
we will try to place our switches
where they will be of the least detri
ment to the community at large for.
as I stated before, it is not the policy
or intent! :n of the Traction company
to work any person, firm or corporation any Injury, nor to maintain any
switches, or anything else, where
hey would be detrimental to the best
interests of the city, for to make a
success of a street railway system,
you must secure
nnd
retain the
friendship of all the city's citizens."
I here Is no doubt but
what the
First street switch will be moved to
some other point on the system as
soon as the new extension Is com
pleted and the new schedule ar
ranged, so that the management of
the company can tell where the
switcnes can be placed to Hie best ad
vantage of all concerned.
Colonel Jastro, who is president of
the Victorio Land and Cattle company, one of the largest cattle firms
operating In this portion of the south
west, and who was recently elected to
the presidency of the American Live
Stock association, stated that the
ranges of New Mexico and the southwest were never in better condition.
that the grass was plentiful, and
(mat water was to be had In abund
ance, and that the outlook for a pros
perous Beason for cattlemen in gen
eral, was exceedingly bright.
All stock of the Victorio Land and
Cattle company; and the cattle of the
southwest in general, stated Colonel
Jastro, came through the winter in
fine shape, the yield of calves tills
spring being of a hig
percentage,
and altogether appearances and indi
cations ipoint to a very successful
season.
In closing his interview. Colonel
Jastro stated that any negotiations
between the promoters of the ' proposed car line into the Highlands,
and the Traction company, would not
be interfered with in the least by his
leaving the city, as he could entertain
business propositions in Bakersfield,
Cal., as well as here.

We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought.

I

Many

a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits
We don't do much blowing aDOut
"Cheap Clothes," but we can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollars that will
do more than he'll expect it to do, and

FILL HIS SOUL

with satisfaction
I

111

Ten Dollar Suit Man

If the

three-fourth-

It will also bring him back when he
wants another suit at a medium price.
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
of these suits is right in every detail.
We guarantee It and that always
means here
MONEY BACK

IF

YOU WANT IT

will come here, we will

do business in short order.

Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

Mo

MAMBEILIL

The Fraternal Brotherhood Picnic,
All who wish to go to Bear Canyon
on Sunday, June 10, will leave their
names with B. Ruppe at the drag
store not later than Friday morning.
$1 for the round trip.
The ladles of
the lodge are free.
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

The undersigned is prepared to
make trips to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any information desired can bo secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

Fayvood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,

wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.

Call-graph- s;

Dealer in
ALL

KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.

First Class Repairing a Specialty. All
Work Guaranteed.
No. 103 North First Street.

Summer School

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

I New Mexico

G. S. RAMSAY,

P. MATTEUCCI

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

A. C. Bilicke and
John 3. Mitchell

West Railroad Avenue.

401

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

HOLLENBECK
HOTEL AND CAFfc,

invite their friends to make
New Mexico head-

better than ever.

quarters at

Location convenient and desirable. New Mexicans spending the summer on the beaches
are welcome to feel at home in
our hotel wben visiting Los

THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Your friendship and patronage
is appreciated.
Courtesy
and attention to guests
is a pleasure
to us.

All depot and beach line cars
stop at the Hollenbeck door.

ooooooooooooooooooo

' Business College.
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Geo. S. Ramsey
Manager
Proprietress
The dance given last evening by the
410 West Railroad Ave.
members of "The Minors.'' a social
I.ei us do your plumbing FREE.
club, in Colombo hall, was attended
OOCOOOOOOCXDOOOOOOOOOOOOOC
by about twenty-fivcouples, who
When you buy a gas range of us, we
SCREEN TIME
danced until the wee sma' hours.
connect it up, ready for use.
orchestra furnished the music.
s here. Door and Window
Messrs. Bearrup and Strumqulst had
screens made to order.
QUALITY counts.
Our steel gas
charge of the arrangements, while
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
Joe Scotti acted in the capacity of
ranges are the BEST, yet our prices
floor manager.
OOCXDOCOCOC)COOOOOOOOOOOO
C. W. Whitney, foreman for
the
and terms are very reasonable.
l.antry-SharConstruction company,
'Phone us, or come to see us, at
who was in the city yesterday trom
his headquarters at Belen, said that
a mixed train Is now running over the
THE ELECTRIC BUILDING.
San;a Ke cut-of- f
between Belen and
Willard, for the accommodation
Public cooking demonstration next
of
travel, as well as for the purpose of
Friday evening, from 7:30 to 9.
supplying tne construction
camps
along the line. This train leaves He
len early in the morning and nrrivts
at Willard about noon, returning the
same day.
IIS i ZiJHf f r, t !.: (B
CT'tBi
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
Attorney Percy Wilson, Victor Culberson
J. D. Gllcnrist were a trio
CORNER 4th AND GOLD
or prominent Silver City people who
passed through the city this morning
tii route to Denver and Colorado
Springs, where they are called on legal matters pertaining to mines and
Wholesale liquor and Ciar Dealers
&
mining.
Mr. Wilson, who Is a iionu- - Large. .lry Rooms. Prces Very Res
O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k
Agents
Yellowstone
for
and
Exclusive
lar member of the Silver City lodge
sonab'e.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. D. C. Bohemian and
or KiKs, says that his town Is going
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
to send a large delegation
f the
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
tribe to (he convention, which
Proprietor.
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta First
occurs in Denver In July.
Street, Albuquerque, New Meilcs.
( Maries H. Dickson, supe rvisor
of
Indian schools from Washington, D.
C. wh bas
in charge of the lo
cal Indian school since the death of
Superintendent Allen, says that Burton D. Custer, who is to be the new 3 NIGHTS
WITH
3 NIGHTS.
snpci iifeiident of the school, will ar
rive in Albuquerque about June 1'7. SATURDAY
Mr. Custer comes from the Southern
Starting on
I'te
in Colorado, and accord
ing to Mr. Dickson, is one of the
m si ai,,, young men In the service
Per Gallon
$1.50
THURSDAY, JUNE
of t.'w department, and is a descendSpecial Price on Large Orders
ant of the famous U ineral Custer, of
Indian warfare fame. Mr. Custer will
Delivered to any part of the city
be accompanied by his wife and child.
A
The
ays: A. M.
ew Mexican
Den ii liaeli, manager of the local op- ra liniise, has secured the Berger-dni.-Phone Colo. Red V2.
siock company of Albuquerque
s 'lie attraction for Thursday
and
nights. The company, besides lurrying a full set of moving
On Canvas, Showing
&
lli,!'i!is of the San Francisco disasHIGH LY COLO RED
ter. !ia an abundant supply of new
250
and la'i.iy
vaudeville stunts anil
Sole agents for Casino Canned Coods
"i In r specialties.
Manager IVule-bai-i- i
Jas. Hiekiu & Co.'s Coffees,
l!.,s made arrang. mem s f, r a
!
n's Granite Flour.
Don't
An
entertainment.
instructive
,,:'"i shows during the summer,
'o
miss it.
announced later.
Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
Indies
of the Presbyterian
2,500 feet of the newest, latest and
Return. Tickets on sale June
ciiiuli win give on entertainment
Groceries.
1, 2, 3 and 4.
Rate
Kiidav evening at the home t Mr. most up to date moving pictures.
"!
U. A.Bittner, 120 South Wit
SG305
llillshoro Creamery Butter Best on
'' i' '!! t. No admission charged.
H. served Seats now on fate.
Earth.
Ai' '
Call at Ticket Office for full parcordially invlttd. Hefresh-!i..tticulars.
hot and cold, will be on
Solicited.
Free Delivery.
Orders
iC.
I,, fuming
Rt ti o cloc k.
25c, 35c and 60c
T, E. PURDY, Agent.
Prices
South Second Street.

Albuquerque

Who Is Your Plumber ?

e

Grand Central Hotel!
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Elks' Opera House

MATINEE
7th

Trip

c

EAKIN,

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

Thro' San Francisco

F. C. PRATT

CO.

1m-io-

-

b-

Staple and Fancy

M.-s- .

Kniffhts of Columbus
ATTENTION
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TRACTION
OVER

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

COMPANY MAY TAKE
PROPOSED

NEW

CAR

CASE

QUO-WARRAN-

C11IZEN.

WHEN BILL MET

MUST GO TO TRIAL

LINE

EVENING

PAGE FIVE.

SPECIAL TRAIN

HIS WATERLOO

FOR TIIE ELKS

Court Overrules Motion to His Fake Gun Play Worked Will Leave Here Morning of
Quash-Ti- tle
Understood That Col. D. K. B. Sellers Has Made a
to be Tested
Once Too Often and Bill
July 15 With at Least 150
Thoroughly.
Lost Sum of $50.
Strong-Oth- er
Proposition to Col. Jastro With Above
Cars

Object in View.

COURI

Hurt the residenlsbf the Highlands found to be Impracticable for a car
be served with line.
distikt are soon
Sellers Interviewed.
by an electric
car WhenCol.
asked why "this move was
by
may
built
be
line
made, and why the promoters of the
line and that the
Ihe Albuquerque Traction company in- new line did not continue with their
stead of the local promoters, headed project as at first planned. Col. Sellers
by Col. D. K. H. Sellers, as was first replied:
"There has been so much talk, and
intended, now seems not only a posso much exploitation in the newspasibility but a probability.
pers, concerning the proposition as to
Interview Subscribers.
While loth Col. Jastro, of the Trac- whether two car lines would mean
fares, provided they were
tion company, and Col. Sellers, who is two five-ceindependently, and as the
at the head of the proposed new line, operated company
om not seem
did not seem inclined to talk for pub- - iraction
or to discuss what misfit takeied to accept our proposition of an
cent
it is known that Col. Sellers terchant;e of transfers on a 2
and representatives of tho proposed basis, that we arrived at the
company, yesterday visited siou that It would be best to have
a majority of the larger subscribers the cur lines operated under one sys-t- o
the $15,(MK) subsidy asked by the tern, If possible, so that all chance
promoters of tho proposed Highlands of having to pay two fares would be
line, and questioned them as to their forever done away with, and following
"t that line of thought we made the
willingness to turn their subscriptions
to the subsidy, whicii were in the na- - Traction company a proposition, not,
ture of stock subscriptions, into a bon- - however, until our representatives had
interviewed the subsidy subscribers
us, or donation, to the Traction com
pany, provided the latter company that is the majority of the larger
whn could be seen yesterday,
would agree to build the line and
it according to the terms of their and learned that they favored the new
existing franchise, and a number of move, and were willing to turn their
the subscribers, who were interviewed stock subscriptions into a donation
bv a renresentative of The Evening bonus. On that basis we made the
Citizen, stated that, with one excep- - Traction company a proposition but
tlon, all the larger stockholders had ,ne terms of it I do not care to discuss
for publication until the Traction
agreed to this proposition.
company has given us its answer."
Makes Jastro a Proposition.
Line Will Be Built,
Judging from this, it would seem
"And in caBe the Traction company
the
that Col. Sellers, representing
promoters of the proposed line, had refuses your proposition, what then?"
made Col. Jastro, of the Traction com was asked of Col. Sellers.
"Then," emphatically returned the
pany, a definite proposition, although
just, what the proposition was Col colonel, "we. will proceed with the
Sellers, when seen by a representative construction of the line ourselves, as
originally intended, just as soon as the
of this paper, refused to Btate.
city council sees fit to grant us the
Terms of Proposition.
It is supposed. Judging from indica- - franchise asked."
Think It Traction Project,
tions, that the promoters of the new
Some there are who seem ito think
line have agreed to turn their sub-- ;
scriptlons over to the Traction com- - that the proposition of the promoters
pany. as a donation, in the form of of the new line to the Traction com-bonus, provided Col. Jastro will pany, offering them the $15,01)0
to build the line and keep it in sidy raised, as a bonus, on condition
continuous operation, as per their that they build and operate the line,
present franchise.
;is proof sufficient of their claims that
'the Traction company was back of
.. Definite Answer Tonight.
It is understood that Col. Jasitro has Ithe move from the start, as was claim-agree- d
to give the promoters of the ed by many at the time the project of
new line a definite answer regarding 'a. car line into the Highlands was first
this proposition tomorrow morning, promulgated, but there is no further
this proposition tonight. The propo-- ! evidence now tljat such is the case,
sltion was made him yesterday, Col.jthan there was at the beginning of
Sellers stated, and he was to give the raising of the subsidy for the new
an answer last evening, but asked for line.
Highlanders Want Line,
further time in which to consider the
But whether the allegations be true
proposition, la the meantime looking
over the line of the proposed new or not, the fact remains that the
railway, with a view to discov- - dents of the Highlands want street
ering the percentage of grades in the 'car service, and that they are willing
to assist in any project that will lead
Highlands.
to a culmination of their desires, and
Make Tour of Inspection.
Col. Jastro, Col. Greer, president of that they are as willing, taking the
the Traction company, and Mr. Far-we- sentiments of the larger subscribers
civil engineer for the Albuquer to the subsidy as a criterion, to doque Eastern, went over the route of nate their subscriptions to the Tracthe proposed line yesterday, taking tion company, as a bonus, as they
levels, and discovering the percentage were to take stock to the same amount
of grades. Col. Jastro later wired an in the proposed new company, pro- engineer in California asking his opln- - jvided the Iraction company will build
ion of the feasibility of operating the line and operate it.
Extension Work Progressing,
street cars at the grade discovered
In the meantime the Traction comin the prevailing climatic conditions,
as it is well known that climatic pany Is going ahead with Its new
have a great effect on the tension to the lumber mills. Second
electrical power of a street car, and street, from Railroad avenue to Koma
as an electric car can only pull a cer avenue, has been plowed up and ties
tain grade under certain climatic con- and rails laid thereon, and the work
ditions, it is desired to discover wheth" of preparing the street on to New
er these condition, as existing In the York avenue, thence to Twelfth street
Highlands are favorable or not.
and on to the mills, will be pushed
forward as rapidly as possible.
Inspecting Railroad Avenue.
Engineer Sent For.
This afternoon
Col.
Col. Jastro,
An engineer has been sent for and
Greer, Col. Sellers and a civil engineer made a tour of inspection over will arrive soon to lay out the curves
Railroad avenue from the Santa Fe and raise the grades and the work of
tracks to the University, taking levels connecting the extension with the
for the purpose of discovering wheth- Railroad avenue line will be completed
er that route would not be more prac- as soon as practicable. It is intended
tical than the Gold avenue line. Silver to have the line In operation by the
avenue was also inspected, but it was first of July if possible.
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THOUGHT THEY WERE

SANTA

TREATED VERY BADLY

FE CENTRALS
PLAY

HERE SUNDAY

INDIANS CONVICTED OF KILLING WITH MclNTOSH BROWNS
RAIL
DEER
ROAD CONNECTIONS SECURED
IN
COUNTY,:
SOCORRO
Y
AT LAM
CAN RETURN
WERE LED BY CARLYSLE GRAD-- i
DAY NIGHT.

lo-llc-

-

I

l

Reds Feel Much Abused.
The Indians convicted yesterday at
Socorro of tile unlawful killing of
game,
through the city this
morning en route for their homes at
the Indian village- of San Felipe. The
educated Carlysle Indian headed the
party. When approached by the reporter he refused to talk on the deer
Killing affair, further than t say that;
he thought that he and bis tribesmen
were feated ordly.
pai-se-

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.!

The management of the Mcintosh
Browns received an answer to the
proposition made the Santa Fe Centrals to play here Sunday, this morning, the Centrals stating that they
would play the Browns here Sunday
at Traction Park, provided the management of the Browns would secure
Santa Fe railroad connections at Lamy
for them so they could return to
Santa Fe Sunday night Instead of having to stay here until Monday.
The management of tho Browns at
once got into communication w'th the
Vegas, through
chief dispatcher at
the local city agent, with the result
that the Santa Fe officials stated that
they would hold tho connections at
I. amy for No. 8, so that the Santa Fe
boys, leaving here on No. 8, Sunday
night, will make connections at lamy
and go on through to Santa Fe.
Santa Fe was notified of the consummation of these plans and immediately wired back that the- - would be
here for the game Sunday.

COMMISSIONERS PAY
WESTBROOK
COUNTY

IN

GENERAL

Judge Abbott yesterday over-rulea motion to quash the quo warranto
proceedings brought by the attorney
general, in rela;lon to F. A. Hubbell,
to .est the title of the office of Treas-ute- r
Justo R. ArmiJ.
of Bernalillo
county. Tiie defendant
was then
given ten days in which to answer.
The motion to quash was argued before the court on Monday by Nelll B.
Field. A. B. Mc.Milleu rt presented
the plaintiff. The overruling of this
motion removed the last iiosslbie
chance the defense had to prevent the
case tiom going to trial.
Referee in Right of Way Case.
The right cf way suit, which has
just leen broujtiit trom the First district to the Second dioirtct on acuange
of venue. Is probably the most noteworthy legal question on the Second
district docket. The title of the suit
Is tiie Arizona &
Colorado Railway
company vs. the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway cunpany, rival corporations, seeking to first claim tne
rich San Juan country. Both are building or have projected to build roads
into the San Juan valley, both covering about the same territory, and in
one place conflicting in their rights
of way. Though the plaintiff claims
a prior right and sougui to enjoin the
defendant company from building
across the right of way of the Arizona & Colorado survey, the defendant was allowed to continue construction on the deposit of $30,000
bonds. The action has been In the
courts since early last year, has been
through the First district court, and
before the territorial supreme court,
where K was sent back to the lower
court.
A motion has been filed for the appointment of a referee to gather evidence In the case. This referee will
be appointed tomorrow morning.
Merchanic's Lein Case.
The court this morning engaged in
trying the case of A. L. Morgan vs.
Mrs. Annie Zirhut, a suit to foreclose
a mechanic's lien for $4!)G upon several small out. buildings on Tljeras
road. The defendant charged that the
work performed was not worth more
than half the amount and controversy
arose over values.
Attorney McMillen at Santa Fe,
On the petition of Attorney A. B.
McMillen, of this city, who represents
several of the claimants to the Mesa
Prleta land grant in Rio Arriba county. Judge McFie, at Santa Fe, Monday,
morning in chambers appointed Jose
Salazar y Ortiz, of Plaza Alcalde, custodian of the grant. The custodian is
authorized and directed to lease unoccupied sections of the property to
such persons as may apply to him, at
reasonable rates, and to collect pasturage for all animals pasturing on the
grant accordingly. , The receiver is
also directed to prevent trespasses by
either persons or animals on the
grant and to see that the property is
not trespassed upon by unauthorized
persons.

DON'T FORGET THE
DANCE TONIGHT
This evening, at the Elks' ball room,
the Ladies 01 the Grand Army of the
Republic, John A. Ixigan, Circle No. 1,
will give a grand benefit ball. Dancing U schedule to commence at 9
o'clock, the music to be furnished by
the Scottl orchestra.
The committees having charge of
the dance and all details are as follows:
Arrangement Mesdames
Warren
Hayward, Hugh Allison, J. C. Marshall,
Steward Lamb. Caroline Coleman.
Reception Mesdames Kehogh, E.
Johnson, Chambers, Cushman, C. Coleman, Mcllroy, Steward, Myers, Wilson, Jacoby, Goodwin,
M. Coleman,
Crowfoot, Pillsbury, Putnian, Caldwell- Floor Mesdames Warren Hayward,
Hugh Allison, Steward Lamb, Harry
Johnson and Miss Lucy Coleman.

GRASSHOPPERS

ARE

DOING MUCH DAMAGE

SUN-UAT-

Special Correspondence.
Socorro. N. M., June 5. The first
grist of the Socorro county district
court, whicn convened here on Monday, consisted of thirteen Indians,
charged with killing deer out of season. All plead guilty and were sentenced to pay a fine of $30 .ach and
thirty days in jail, sentence to be suspended pending good behavior.
The offense of which the Indians
pleaded guilty was committed In
western Socorro county last November. The Indians were driving through
the country killing der on a permit
issued by Indian Agent Allen, now
deceased, when they were comeuHn
l.y Lieutenant Iiaca and Private Myers, of the territorial mounted
Iiaca elinild upon their wagon
and j. tilled four freh deer skins from
beneath blankets w hich covered them.
The report at the lime was to the effect that the Indians resisted arre.-t-.
Among them was a graduate of the
Carlysle institute. He. allowed the police their iKTinit. When Baca wrote
on tli" back of file permit a note to
Suilin'endent Allen, the hitherto
mute educated Indian, deliberately
read it to the ponce.
Tile Indians w ru hunting at the
time, believing November to be an
open nu)n:h,
not
knowing of the,
change in the law which changed the
open month from November and December to 'tween September 13 to
October 31.
A number of Imp rant ca.-e- s
are on,
the docket for the term, and it is
'
continue s veral weeks.

MATTERS

W. H. H. Metzgar, the old fruit
raiser and gardener of the Pajarita
precinct, was In the city thl morning
on business and returned to his home
He called at The
this afternoon.
Evening Citizen office, and stated that
hordes of large and small grasshoppers are doing great damage to everything, grass, vegetables and vines
showing the havoc of this visitation.
Others from the down river towns also
make the same complaint.
Mr. Metzgar stated that, the Barelas
bridge, although recently repaired,
again needs the attention of the contractor, ami he should not hesitate
very long in making certain repairs,
which seem necessary in the present
rase.
FIND THE

AS

TOLD

At a meeting of the county commissioners this morning p. f.
A. B. Stanton and J. D. Torlina
were appointed a commission to appraise the property to bo vacated to
make way for an extension of Williams streot. This Is a badly needed
in the vicinity of where
road crosses the Santa Fe tracks
south of the shops.
On recommendation of County
Rankin, the board ordered the
clerk to draw a warrant In favor of
M. Mandell, assignee of M. C. West-broofor ftM", tho amount charged
by contract for the repairing of the
BarelaA bridge. Mr. Rankin stated in
his report that the structure would
last a couple of years yet tinder ordinary conditions.
lia-rel-

Sur-vev-

k,

WILL

S. RODEY

"Jack would station himself down
the street. Bill would walk out of e
saloon with the tenderfoot from whom
It was proposed
to secure a treat.
Jack would be smoking a cigar when
Bill came out. Bill would remark to
the tenderfoot: 'See that man smoking a cigar? Watch me shoot it out
of his mouth.' Bill would tnen pull
the trigger of his pistol and Jack's
cigar would fall out of his mourh,
after which he would exclaim: 'See
here. Bill, you got to stop shnotln'
cigars out o' my mouth. That's the
third one you ruined today.'
"Naturally, the tenderfoot would be
so impressed by Bill's prowess, that
he would suggest a drink for loth Bill
and his victim, which of course. It is
needless to add, waa always accepted.
"One day, however, Bill met his
Waterloo. A tenderfoot struck town,
who had betn informed of the trick
beforehand. When Bill made his gun
play, the tenderfoot exclaimed, scornfully: 'That's a fake; I bet you can t
hit a barn door at twenty-fivyards.'
"Now Bill was not an expert shot
by any means, but he feld sure that
he could hit a barn door not over
seventy-fivfeet away, and promptly
accepted the
wager,
tenderfoot's
which included the betting cf a crisp
$J0 note.
"A barn door was secured vom a
nearby barn, and the tenderfoot and
Bill, followed uy a crowd of interested spectators, retired to a secluded
spot in the rear of the Red Light
e

"A couplo of shots were heard, then
loud guffaws, after which Bill, wearing a dejected look, entered the saloon.
"'Well, Bill, did you win?' Inquired

the saloon keeper.
"Bill only replied with a negative
shake of his head.
"'What was the matter?' asked the
sympatnetic harKeop.
" The durn fool
set the door up
edgeways,' sadly replied Bill."

WILL MAKE TOUR
OF AZTEC RUINS
w

DR. E. L. HEWITT GOES TO M EX- ICO FOR TEN MONTHS' TOU R
REPRESENTS NATIONAL ARCH
AEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewitt, former prinof the New Mexico Normal
school at Las Vegas, but now con

Easiness

of

We have just

received

large shipment

of

Roll To
Flat end Standing
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Cases, Typewriter
Stand
and Tables.
Wa guarantee our line to

represent the best

SUPPOSED TO BE IN NEW MEXICO "ROCKY ROAD TO
DUBLIN" FOR WIDOW WRITES TO
CHIEF OF POLICE.
The following letter received by
Chler of Police McMllllii, is
West brook Hotel. 1 Rutland Square.
K. Dublin, 25 May, 190B.
t hief of Police, Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir My brother, Daniel H.
H garty, lorn In Westport.
County
Mayo, and my son, James Downs, lorn
in Dublin,
the former leaving here
thirty-nin- e

twenty-fiv-

I..TMIZ CLUB. a
PoohBilliardParlor

Albert Faber
308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

N.

AT.

jj

The Champion Sole

Sewing Machine

This

Wonderful

Machine Sews a

Pair Half -- Soles
in Two Minutes,

for

which

We

Charge Only

W

1

1218 S. Second

Street

KEEP YOUR

75c

Opposite Postoffice

FEET

COOL WITH

WILLIAMS9 FOOT COM FORI
It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
sweating. No trouble to use. Price 25c.

The Williams Drug Co.
THE BLUE FRONT.

Both Telephones.

117

That's all we ask to prove to you
conclusively that the White Lily cigar la great value every way, for five
cents each. If we can't auit your
smoke taste aa to mildness or strength
you'd better see a doctor. The White
Lily ra all right all the way through,
because it's built that way. Two dollars buys a box of 50.

RAILROAD

AVCNUft.

I Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone

makes the
lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.
YOU

The telephone preserves your
health, prolonge your life and
protects your home.

NEED

A

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

TABLES AND EQUIPMENT IN THE
SOUTHWEST. BEST LINE OF CIGARS AND TOBACCO IN THE CITY.

&

J. RICHARDS

113", WEST

duties

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT
DATING FROM JUNE 5, 1906, OUR
PARLOR WILL BE OPEN AND WE
SOLICIT
OF
PATRONAGE
THE
WIELDERS OF THE CUE. BEST

West Railroad Avenue,

GIVE US A SHOW

The

South Second Street

Bardshar

workman-

ship and highest class of
cabinet work. The desk; you
buy of us will not fall to
pieces In a short time, thus
cauaing you much annqr
ance.
Our prices are the lowest.

A.

!

a

Deeka,

e

2tl

Library

FAR FROM DUBLIN

Conley

bank building.

ooooo.ooo
The St. Elmo
BARNETT,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad

Avenue

0 JOSEPH

Fines! Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

0

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

x

Entire change of 'Frisco moving
pictures at Casino tonight.

x

"V.1.

TO THE LADIES:
wthf

e

L. Trimble

-

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

warm to wash and Iron. Send your
We will laundry thetu cora nice box they will not be
Ivmiostlc or gloss finish

here-t- oo

Shirt Waista and White Dresses to us.
rectly and will deliver them to you In

crushed or wrinkled.
Light rig leaves ry for thesprings
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
Back of Postoffice.
very Monday and Wednesday.
Only first class house at the Springe.
Call the Red Wagon.
Have fitly ai res of ni'Sa property,
Four-horsVaveg
JB- - BLOCK.
stage
city every'
Auto., 319; Colo., Red
close In, for sale, at a bargain. John
Friday through in one day. Only
Proprietor
M. Moore Realty company.
line with change of stock en route.
o
Jemez Hot Springe, New Mexico.
Entire change of 'Frisco moving
&
W.
pictures at Casino tonight.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
MESA PROPERTY.

v

or the Home

ATTACHED TO SPECIAL

years ago and the laitter
years ago, are in your
country. Ijist letter from
brother
was about eight
years ago, from
Santa Cruz, Cal. My Bon wrote but
once to me after arriving in New
York. He was then making bin way
to his uncle, Daniel Hogarty, in San
Francisco.
I believe they are both in New Mex
ico. I shall be grateful ir you can as
TAKE A PLUNGE
sist me In tracing them. I wrote the
the
chier of police In San Francisco, and
SWIMMING POOL.
504 North First Street. Open Daily, on August 8, 1904, be advised me to
write to you.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
I am a widow,
with two daughters
o
Have you bought any of that calico and two sons, so shall be frateful for
at 3M-- per yard at IJoatright's? Only-thre- any information regarding the missdays more.
Sale ends Satur- ing ones. Your n'h't. servant,
day night.
(MRS ) PRISCILLA DOWNS.

grarle.

At lluat i isiht s big
Extra
sale! Opalescent novelty, glass as.
riorttueut, consisting of berry dlsht s,
fruit liowls. tlower vases, etc; ( nly
l.'ic each, worth hc.
Don't forget.
Only tint.- days more of the btg sale.

The Man

SEEKING RELATIVES

.

nected with the United States government bureau or ethnology, and
traveling representative or the Na
tional Archaeological
society, was
in tne city last evening for a. short
time en route to Chihuahua, Mexico,
from which point he will soon depart
on a ten months' 'tour of the sister
republic, and Into South America, for
the purpose, of compiling a report on
the AZtec ruins in an endeavor to establish more fully the relations
between the Aztecs, the cliff dwellersof
New Mexico and other southwest
states and territories, and the more
modern pueblo people.
Dr. Hewitt's Journey, for the most
part, will le made on horseback, and
ills chief enqVavor will be to discover
Aztec ruins not yet recorded, and to
make a study ( t all he conies across.
I'pon his return to Washington
he
will make a full rejKirt. which will
later be i ublished in book form.

BL:

"The liveliest cattle In the Albuquerque herd are going to Denver as
memlKr8 of the Albuquerque Elks'
Marching club; all territorial mavericks cordially invited to Join them."
The above is the substance of an
invitation sent broadcast over the territory by Albuquerque KIks, asking all
Elks who contemplate visiting Denver during the meeting of the grand
lodge of Elks, to be held July i to
20. Inclusive, and who have not made
arrangements to represent their own
lodge, to Join with them.
White duck suits, and other paraphernalia, together with Albuquerque
badges, will be supplied them, or they
can Join the Albuquerque contingent
without wearing the badge, should
they see fit.
It now looks as though the special
train of Pullmans, arranged for by the
Albuqueraue Elks, which will nt inula t
of at least five standard Pullmans,
and a baggage car, will leave here
with at least 15i Elks on board.
In addition
to the Albuquerque
Pullmans, one will be attached to the
special leaving here, which will siart
trom ihis cny the morning of July
15, arriving In Denver the mornln? v'l
the 18th, from Flagstaff, Ariz., and
tiie east, another from the towns west
of Flagstaff, Including Wlnslow, Williams and Gallup, one from the south,
carrying the Elkg from the dlffi nt
towns between here and El Paso, nnd
in all likelihood cars containl:::; the
Ijas Vicgas Elks will bo attache
to
the Albuquerque special en route. The
Santa Fe Elks had contemplated 'laving a special car attached to the Albuquerque special at Lamy. hut have
since concluded tru go via the Denver
& Rio Grande railroad.
The committee for the Albuquerque
Elks' Marching club has concluded arrangements for a Denver tarn! n leail
them in marching. An effort was
made to secure the First Regiment
band from Old Town for the trip,
but a prominent member of the committee stated that the local hand boys
wanted more money, exclusive of all
expenses, for the weeks' trip, which
would
have included transportation
and hoeI accommodations, than a Denver band would cost, all expenses Included.
It is understood that the local band's
price was $250 and all expenses,
whereas the Denver band, to play
once a day at least, and lead the
Marching club in all parades, was secured at a much lower figure, they,
of course, to pay their own expenses.
Another meeting of the Marching
club committee is scneduled for tonight, in the office of Attorney Felix
Lester, at which time matters of Importance concerning
the marching
club will lie discussed, and it is desired that all members of the committee le present.

cipal

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents Chlcker-in- g
& Sons to be the best place to
look for pianos of less expensive

FOR RENT Seven-roobrick house
at 21'. North Fifth street. Apply to
Felipe (iunile, in First National

f.

ive.

CHICKtRINli STORE

TOO LATE TO CLARIFY

HON.

Hon. B. S. Rodey. of this city, recently appointed United States district
Judge for the District or Porto Rico,
and who Is now In Washington conferring with President Roosevelt regarding his apiKdntnieut, is responsible for the following, told to a correspondent of The Evtnlng Citizen:
"Bill and Jack were two typical
westerners, who had arranged a 'gun
play' that never failed t. secure them
drinks gratis from the tenderfeet who
witnessed their stunt. Their plan
was simple, but none the less effect-

The name Chlckering Is In itself
almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
Its advice as to the other niaRes it
$640 handles. In New Mexico the Chlck-erin- e
is represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
THAT

SURVEYOR SAYS
BARELAS BRIDGE WILL NOW
LAST TWO YEARS
WILLIAMS
STREET APPRAISERS APPOINTED.

FY

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

EVENING

CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE BIX.
of things M.

Polneare. minister of
finance, took an unusual course.
To his
brain must le
credited a rumor that sped along the
boulevards to the effect that certain
et'lns of the obnoxious Issue were
worth thousands of time their face
value.
It was said that live of the coins
IN
In circulation were Inconspicuously
marked "Rothschild;" and that the
person who took these to the famous
banking house would be paid $5,000
Corsets.
on
War Begun
f r the first; $2,000 for the second;
$1,000 each for the third and fourth,
and $400 for the fifth. This story
Simplification of Dsent up the despised nickel to a
height of popularity. Everybody wanted all his change In 2." cenivorce Laws.
ft...Aminim mlnlutni.'j
1.1.0
I
object was gained. Hut no "Roths
childs' nickels were ever found, and
SPAIN'S ROYAL PAIR AND for a very good reason there are

PARIS TALKS

THE SLIME

CREEK

Bubbly creek Is the little river that runt throuqh the stock yards, and is so filled u.i with all sort of
animal filth and refuse that the water Is rarely visible. Along its banks, men with stomachs of cart Iron, work,
dredging up with long poles the slimy fat that floats down. These fellows can earn from $1.00 to $2.50 a day,
working In the foulest odors. They earn their money. They do. The stuff they rescue is used In the soap factories, according to the packers, but charges are made that, after renderlnj. It goes into the food products as
"sardine oil" and the like.
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Thp Him lodcp of this citv has re
.
Alfonso and Ms bride
ceived notice of the cpening exercises
The fortune leuer
which meets in
the really bind; of the erand lodue. July.
the church mariage.
The open
Denver, Colo., next
was performed
bridegroom inu pyprcisps will bp. held in the even
ilnd on a Friday! The
13th. Added to Ing, for the first time In the history
la King Alfonso the went
through all of the lodge, as they have generally
couple
tais the royal Bpanlsu forms and at been held in the afternoon.
There
the quaint old moment of the chu.'ch will be an address of welcome by the
the important
governor
Colorado, and the mayor
ceremony Alfonso placed In the band of Denver,ofand
Hon. Perry A. Clay, a
pieces!
gold
his bride thirteen
of rv.t.iiucQ
orator, immensely
Colorado
noted
.umu" popular among
iT,,pp ompns
Au" lneenioun
the Elks, will deliver
,
address of welcome for Lodge No
wapif talked the ,.t
: uaa
nonver. There will be a lro- 17.
r"'
superstl
among
the
about, at least
vocal nml instrumental music.
it
tious.
and the exercises will in every way
ie or a high grade.
To Climb the Pole.
s
There is most important legislation
Prepare ious for Walter Weilman
scheduled for this meeting of the
tri; to tl.u north pole in aM.dirigible
Gadard erand loilire. althouch tho Droeram
I alloon ar-- i nearing an end.
not isay so. It Is generally known
baring siuounced that the ba'.loon 19 does
amnn the Flits that some effort Will
about coinp'iHed.
Major 11. B. Hersey is now in be made to cut down the membership
lodge, wnicn now
TrcaiBoe. Norway, where he will meet of the grand
all imst exalted rulers, and Is
and concert to Lwine's lbland the first
inc reasing at the rate of one thousand
l)sny of the Wellman expedition.
which would in a short time
a
Eighteen Joiners accompanied Major Tiiai-ttiA mcm.KTsliln verv unwieldy
Hertev K p. it together the timber
dir-iThere will be other action taken on
ani tar.va& the-- in which the Mr.S the
pan of the legislative body of ".lie
b'.e balloon wi.l be houfaed.
Spi'.zbergen about K!ks to make the meeting memorable
Veiinjitn will
i
in excellent flliau
The
July 1. ttaniru tr.a'.f there, it i
more
yected. la'c it. Ju.y. In t'-- event of rial condition, anil lia.s expended
than a million dollars in charity dur
d tieBr trials, the ex
v. ill
pe!i-ni- i
Hit o!f unt.l next ing the past year.
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in tbe tul.ciiii, of th bh.:iju, one
e: erKigi in
bundled iiicrbBii'i-th i c( iit!U'i".i'.'ii f lb'-- - tuotorr, f'jrty
n. i: voikt-- in tne
j.ulU fc.
and tit'.y o
lared
S.'nce: fot;l.'.-t-.-ia !ill.liS
it... u.ihip
The Divme Saran.
Karah ilemii&rat'k Ir.
... ...riLL. l.i
U.tHM-l- i
i
A
J l.i' ii'i'.a and Zj:h o' "hie iiiou'.u.
r ,.'. . ul iiHl.ed i.eie bouie time agvu
a
t .e
wub not to
tlet tbat theUwa
nipl.aica:.y
Just
at ail

The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Trouble.
Mr. M. F. IkrrougTis. an old and
tli Known resident of BlutTton, Ind.,
nays: "I regard Chamberialn's coilo
Cho'.er arid Diarrhoea Remedy as th
verv jf
remwlv lor bowel irouOK
I
after having
make tf.is s'a"-nien- t
l
in niy family for
ruh rerj.i-- jy
1
:
4m never without it
v i
alujout ture V no
H i.
V f vre 'he summer Is over.
Wby 1,'r. buy it low, arid b? ij.repared
f..r ka' b kii trj.ergt u y. l or sa,e by
ail trvEirittb.
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WORKING FROM THE PONTOON
A

FRANCISCO

'

Tho actual destruction of San lYan- clco iby earthquake and Are, as it oc
curred on that falal morning less man
Krpnu rr
two TiuinthM ni?n
Kni'h
caught by the camera, is
and nashe on a screen, Holding the
auuience spenuounu ior two aours. 11
is one of the greatest
achievements
art, and Its
of the photograpner's
equal will not ie seen again for many
a day. The toppling over of the giant
buildings, the shooting of ghouls, the
night of tho people and the complete
demolition of the city are
No nen picture and no words can de
scribe the extent and. awfulness of
tho ban trancisco eannquane aiiu
tin
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Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

k

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

National League.
At New York

On all

R. H. E.

Chicago
. ti
8 1
New York
0 A 4
Batteries Brown and Kling, Me
Ginnlty ami Bowerman.
R. H. E.
..
...i,,At ..Brooklyn
2
8 2
ixUlS
3
Brooklyn
7 3
Kargor ant! Grady,
Batteries
Strlcklett and Bergen.-destroyeAt Boston
R. II. E.
a 11 2
Pittsburg
3 8 5
Boston
Batteries Ieever and Gibson, Dor- ner. Lindaman and Needhatu.
R. II. E.
At Philadelphia
!cinolnna4i
3
8 10
Following the Flag.
9 14 3
Philadelphia
d
When our soldiers went to Cuba! Butteries Wicker and Schlei;
lhe Philippines, health was the tinger, Sparks and Dooln.
most lniMrtant consideration. Willis
American Association,
T. Morgan, retired Commissary Ser-- '
Cleveland-Bosto- n
geant V. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1,: At Cleveland
O nconl, N. h.. says:
was two game called in the second half of the
"I ....
fitiii-tt
itinlmr
..rknKn iin v u u it n .1
......
"or tn QPl.f.llllt i l.f. IVlil.
j.:ms
tiic
aiiu ' "'J jrnio 111 ikn
Phillr-niiies- .
t
and being subject to v.ievutaiiu
l
0
colds, I took Dr. King's New Discov- BtHiton
At St. Louis
R. II. E.
ery for Consumption, which kept me
15 0
in perfect healtn. And now In New St. Louis
5 13 6
Hampshire, we find It the best medi- New York
Batteries Smith and Rickey : Ches- cine In the world for coughs, colds,
lirimi-hiii- l
a.nil nil lun? ills liro; Clarkson. Griffith. Kleinow. Mc- I
eases. Guaranteed at all druggists. Gtilre and Thomas.
R. II. E.
At Chicago
Price 50c and i. Trial bottle free.
t nicago
7 10 o
o
1
1
1
.tun tiitMi wiuu: asked the man Philadelphia .Ti it r
Stiillivnnnml
Ft:ttteriis
who was enthusiastic enough but vho
;Wad.Iell, Coakley and Schreck.
didn't know much about the game,
"And thrn," replied the obi f;
Western League.
i.ajoin walked "
' Walked,
R. H. E.
At Denver
did he? The great, big
3
9 1
hulk' tin ..iit'lit to be iirtil Why Denver
Des Moines
2
j
9 0
thunder didn't he run?"
Batteries Engle ami Zalitsky, Man
"Ami you say that feliow has made ske and Towne.
j cool million?"
R. H E.
At Pueblo-Pue- blo
"Yes, he's ill the ice trust."
5 2
Sioux City .
Batteries iMorrison
ami
Messitt
McCain and Hess.
R. H. E
it fViiialm

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

.

.............

'

For illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

j

Communication Made Easy
EI Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches.
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For any trip, anywhere, any time

-

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

:v

R. STILL.
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Santa

'. 8 12
7 13

3
Lincoln
Koualik, Corns and
Batteries
Bender ; Jones, Morse and Rogers and
Zinran.

American Association.
Indianapolis India tuinolls-Mi- n
neapolis game posponcd on account
of rain.
City
At
Toledo Toledo-Kansa- s
game postponed on account of rain.
At

W

V.

General Agent.

.357
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"Scenic Line of the World"

Pit-an-

these views were mado the earth still
quivered and as they wero the very
nrst taken, so mey are tne nisi 10
be offered at public exhibition. Most
of the great ruins they show have
since been tumbled to the ground wltn
dynamite. Be that as it may, they
are worth seeing. Naturally there
has been a great demand for the !ic- tures and tney are being turneu out.
as rapidly as possible. Of course, all
the pictures taken were made some
hours after the earthquake, but they
bring before one with terrible distinctness the fearful destruction, anil
hey are going to be valuable as tne
years go ny. i euinu lnterisieu in
seeing how the stricken city appeared a day or two after tho first shock
and while the fires were burning,;
should see these pictures. Conuplete
in every detail, the most thrilling mo-inn iiii luro views ever nlaced on ex- hibition, will be seen at the Klks' oi- n house three n irhts and haturttay
matinee, starting Thursday, June 7.
This marvelous exhibition is a
production by the unerring moving

Ski

SYSTEM

i

.

ON CANVAS, BY A DISPLAY
OF
TWO
HUNDRED AND FIFTY
HIGHLY COLORED VIEWS.

flri Ba

"

BUBPLY CREEK.

uicture camera of the most
cosastrophe of modern times, the de- siruciian uy ai'mquaKe ana nre ot
San Francisco an event, the uorrur
of which stirred the world from one
extremity to the other. A descriptive!
lecture will be given while these pic-- '
ture eare bting thrown on a canvas!
ltiO feet square, showing a detail almost indisceranble with the naked!
eye.
The entertainment will close'
with a display ot 2,500 feet ' of the
latest anil mot nn tn tint a comic
..Ir., ....r...
T.m..ln
r i iatu .ujuuu
iiivt iii jut
.tin ca, i ut3 'C..!.
Picture company, which is exhibiting
the views throughout
the country,
was fortunate in not having its plant
by the earth's convulsions,!
anil skilled operators took the views
all through the terrible calamity from
the first quake to the final destruc-- .
Hon of the city. Reserved seats now
cn sale.

TRIP THROUGH
SAN
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WILLCOX. ARIZONA.
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SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now Is tho time to take tnat trip back home. Take advantage of the low rates to the east. Tickets on st.le at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Wyoming: June
also June
inclusive, and July
inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
find rates to a few of the principal pointsCHICAGO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Return limit ot all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.

I O G RA
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You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and
Petrified Forest.
Lllteral
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-oevery
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May,. June,
sale
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
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Summer Rates West
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very
.se of infidelity o
eut.gested that
",L sentence be lnniotea "i lhe
uiUy" Party- Hod of two
voluntary absence for P
mu8t
"hTracter
an
sitate confinement
Thirteen.
That Awful . . one pessi
Is aiwas
There
.... - .. rrowd.
tne ru) .adding
OPENING EXERCISES
mil" 'u - just
niace in lttu&
taken
which has
GRAND LODGE OF ELKS
rid has been M
Europe has
the
decades. Now. THE LOCAL ANTLERS HAVE RE
& forlune
tnere
Paris,
CEIVED SPECIAL NOTICE.
f
n0.
hne In

VZ

NIGHTS

''.

a

man npaas for June, July and August.
Miss Gould has not been here in many
years and it surprises many that she
should come Just now. Her retiring
disposition, one would think, would
lead her to remain away until after
the Castellane divorce affair has
quieted down.
According to one of Count BonI s
friends, the only evidence that his
wife has in her suit is thai of a mau
who passed here under the assumed
name of Pilter.
He was formerly an employe of a
pw Yornr detective aepnev. and
came as a friend of the Gould family,
acting as tutor to me asieuane Doys.
His dpi y consisted tn tattnng ungusn
to them, the countess declaring that
they were talking French too mucu
and losing their English.
The countess took Pilter
And introittirAil him to jill her
friends. He was a good bridge player
and became intimate with Hwnl, who
him Intn much of 'his secret life.
which Pilter revealed to the countess.
Princess Chlmay.
Eccentric
.. v. n
i
thnt I'.i
tw'.in trip
Princess Chlmay, hearing that her
former husband, Rigo, the violinist
was in financial difficulties in Amer
lea telecranhed a large sum to him
but it was declined. The royal lady
has now arrived at Pesth, Austria,
where she proposes to earn money by
exhibiting hersur as a living staiue

hlch was M.
enrlXutlon of the
recommend
to
substltuung n
-- legal
separation

WEDNESDAY

There will be nn entire change of bill on Monday and Thursday
of each week during the season. Doors open at 8 p. m. Performance
at 8:30; matinee Sunday, doors open t 1:30 p. ni., performance nt 2.
15c and 25c.
Matinee Prk-- s. . . ,10c and 15c.
Night Prices

Miss Helen Gould's Visit.
Word has reached here that Miss
tfptpn linnM .rill onpnri thp Hummer
In Europe, intending to Join her sister,
ine countess de caeteliane, in I'aris,
and go with her to one of the Ger-

fie h.
a tendency to takeot ontne
recent decision DancUig MasSon.l Academy of
et feet also. 11
ters baa ad some
ought to wear
deciced that all women
while dancing and that
tntrocluct'ons are not necessa.j at
bails.
o
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Rockefeller Is Expected.
The American colony is looking
the
to
cTculars have been sent
forward to the visit of John U.
out that Rockefeller, who will probably be
fashionable folk, pointing
Is far ahead of prance n here wlfhin the next week. He should
reach Cherbourg today or on Thurs
day, and doubtless
proceed
wilt
direct to Cannes, where his daughter,
Mrs.
Charles A. Strong, is ill.
on pain Whether he will nav a lenethv visit
Jid'cSieik to wear corsets
wo
French
or not. depends on the condition of
on
of instant expuls
Mrs. Strong when Mr. Rockefeller ar
iowever, have always trle?
rives.

antnlMlon requlje

Villi

i

I'artanl Is n.i insurance broker
el.i.f witness lr. the suit he

brings against his wife is a large
phonograph. At a party Partant gave
some time ago he entertained his VisU'lth
rivnrds
, tho
-itor
-...... n nhnnnp-rnnnof which had been prepared by his
friend, M. Iaul Carmln, with the as- slHtanrp nf Mrwlnme Purtnnt.
who
had sung Into the phonograph.
The luet rrom the opera Komoo
and Juliet," caused a sensation. Between nniiRnn In fhn nnintr. the voire
cf Paul Cnrmln was heard saying:
ana "Dearest
.viy sweet tmrnng:
Amelie!" to which the voice ot Mad
ame Partant replied: "Dear Paul, my
own dear one! You are an angel!"
and so on. The record has been very
jirpfnllv nrpserved and flip "selec
tion" will lie given In court.
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MONDAY,
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Air.

Special
are indicaParis, June
reform
tions that a dress sore
rad.ca depart
possibly entailins
.iere before ions,.
ire will bo started
U may seem strange that
i,Jt there
lovm should gain a 100 J
world.
of all Places in the that
serious
o? the "question I. about to com- " 1S-.shave started a campaign
move
against the corset. As yet the ItU
but
one.
general
very
a
not
1.
women
saining slowly among society
marked
should it develop to any
result
in that direction the
till be remarkable for theveryleadgen-In
Toe
always followed
erally In Paris by people In other
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Clever Vaadeville and Moving Pictures, Frisco Disaster
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Beware of Tattling Phonographs.
liec.iuse of its r.ne'ty, socloty i
jukiiig fcrvvar.l wit:i tome eagerness
1r ttw. lri:tl
f.f !lin Pnrlnnt llvfirrp
which v
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The Be reer-- G rose Stock Co.

i
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OASINO THEATRE

PACKINGTOWN, CHICAGO

IN

-
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE

GATHERERS OF BUBBLY

OF REFORMS

DRESSING

CITIZEN.

EVENING

5
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Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
Fast
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
B. B. JRIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

Unknown Friends.
There are many people who have
Colic. Cholera
nsfil Chamberlain's
and Diarrhoea R niedy witn splendid
results, iii! who are uiiKnown iimiusu
they have hesitated about giving a
for
testimonial of their experience
publication. These people, .however,
the less friends of this rem-- I Highland
arc
oily. They have done much toward
niHkinir It a. household word bv their
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
personal recommendations to friends
ami nelghliors. It is a good medicine
widely
to have in the home and is
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
known for Its cures of diarrhoea and
all forms of bowel trouble. For sale
Colo, phone, 21k. 89.
1S00 S. D'way.
by all druggists.

Jersey Dairy.jW.

0
0
IS

E. MAUGEP

WOOL

with Mauger

&

Avery, Boston

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

ALBUQUEKQUE

6, 1906.
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CLE SAM.

miiy protects you as to quality, a
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and is equipped with
att necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

BOTH rilONES.
COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

By Gilson Gardner.
Special Correspondence:
"Washington, D. C, June (',. While
the government has had its hands
full In the last year, especially with
THiS CHANGE TO SEprosecutions of the trusts fnd the
railroads, some of the most Important cases are still pending. In the
CURE BARGAINS IN
compass of a newspaper article It is cago & Alton railway, Swift & Co.,
hardly possihle to do more than sim- Edward and Irai N. Morris, John
ply name them.
Faithorn, Cudahy & Co., Geo. H.
A R N E S S
N
One of these, that the west Is par- Crosby, Armour Packing company,
ticularly Interested In, is known ns and Geo. M. Thomas.
I
UJ
Crosby has
SADDLES
VtfQ
the Eads bridge case, begun In No- been acquitted, but Thomas was con
I
vember, 1905. It is an action against vloted.
BRIDLES
the Eads and the Merchants' bridge
Indictments were secured In JanuL p ROBES
companies, maintaining the only rail- ary in Virginia against the Suffolk
way bridges across the Mississippi & Carolina railway and Gay & Co.
AND ETC.
river at St. l.ouis. It Is charged by
Indictments were secured In the
the government that they are in a northern district of New York against
combination to control transportation, the New
York
Centrnl railway,
and to levy unreasonable charges to charged with granting rebates to the
We are offering some very special prices on this line ot goods
great
on
of
business
detriment
the
General Electric company, at Schenand It will certainly pay you to got out prices before you buy.
both sides of the river. Special coun- ectady. There are indictments ngainst
case
engaged,
sel
been
has
and
the
the Delaware & Hudson railway, for
CO.
Is ready for trial. Reports reach the similar offenses.
department that the mere starting of
Eight Indictments were recently sethe suit has resulted In substantial cured against officials of the "sugar
concessions by the companies.
trust" and the New York Central railing shot at a Mexican. At the time
way, charged with illegal rebating.
Interests the South.
he was taken Shistler was nearing
The attack on the "fertilizer trust"
Cases are pending against the Mothe American line in an attempt to was recently started by a special fed- bile & Ohio railway, charged with
escaiie. For some time Shistler has eral grand jury called in Tennessee discrimination, and a plea for Injuncbeen a conductor on a Mexican rail to consider evidence which the de- - tion against the rebating by railways
road. Nothing is known at Raton of ,,artmont hasj beon coiiecting for more centering at Chicago has gone to the
ine anair wnicn caused nis arresx.
than a year.
supreme court on appeal by the govRange.
The combination of the maniiiae- - ernment from a reversal in the cirturers of the chemical fertilizers used cuit court of Illinois.
amendment to theifor tlle cotton flel(i8 ot ,ne HOith. it
The anti-paThe oil and coal cases are still to
railroad rate bill, as reported by the)s cajn,ed, has been able to take
come.
committee is not meeting 000,000 more in a single year from
with, approval among ihe railroad em- - tne pianters than the members
Death From Lockjaw
who have visions of paying arately would have been able to do. Never follows an injury dressed with
immediate
of
members
their
fare for
Tne actjon of the government has
IluckUn'8 Arnica Salve. Its antisep
should the amendment carry.l 8llItei, ln a (lro,, ()t p).lcps already.
prevent
tic and healing properties
practice;
universal
been
a
Mood iKilsoning.
After the Pill Rollers,
Chas. Oswald, merDAILY CONSIGNMENT OF PEONS It has
among the railroads of the country to j Action has been commenced
chant, of Rensslaersvllle,
N. Y.,
ARRIVE ON NO. 10, AND
a railroad man's family passes ot.nt-against the "drug trust," a writes:
"It cured Sefh Burch, of
THREE DESERT AT THE
with
should they wish to travel, but
combination of the manufacturer, the this place, of the ugliest sore on his
LOCAL DEPOT.
the new amendment none but boni-- 1 wholesaler and the retailer to "do" neck I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds.
xo
oe
enuueu
n.le employes would
tne pul)ijc. Ample evidence has been Burns and Sores. 25c, at all drug
ride on passes.
secured and good results are ex- - gists.
10
arrived
No.
Paso
El
from
When
pected.
agent
In Albuquerque this morning it carSan
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
for the
T. E. Purdy, city
The suit against the brewing trust
peons
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
consignment
evening
Ok
of
ried its usual
from
ta Fe, returned last
of Milwaukee is regarded as very
from the land of the cacti and up luiiuuiH.
vytvm., v iici o ua ntuu imnnrtnnr.
fin nvpm wr 1
mi Department of the Interior, Iand Ofrisings. These Mexican laborers are several days ago to accompany his injunction was asked by the govern-imnorte- d
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
190G.
by a contract labor agency wife and family to this city. Mr. Pur- - ment against the granting of rebates
Notice is hereby given that the folfor work on the different railroads of dy has taken the Mrs. Kate Katlin t0 the Pabst company, through the
the south and west, as well as for house on South Fifth street for a device of special contracts with the lowing named settler has filed noMher enterprises desiring a cheap home.
netrlgerator Transit company, a cor- - tice of his intention to make final
class of labor, and their importation
'noration controlled bv the Pabst proof In support of his claim, and
Superintendent W. K. Etter, of tne concern. A demurrer has been over- - that said proof will be made before
into this country is raising a storm
the probate
clerk at Albuquerque,
of protest among the laboring classes Rio Grande division, is spending tne ruie(- or. me unitea states wno are jusi nay in ine city visiting wun
New Mexico, on July 5, 190G, viz.:
airs.;
Prosecuting Rebaters
M.
JoTin
awakening to the fact that this class Etter. who is just recovering from
Gunn, of Iaguna, Valencia
0n December 13, 1905, indictments
on unices
uicu vuiinuuu uei iu iit-- i w.rf gnpured In Chicago nirulnvt of county, N. M., for the north half of
ui lauur is juai. us uuvcivuiue, auu
much of a menace, as is the Chinese roam at 'the Alvarado for several; ficials of the Chicago & Alton railway the northeast quarter of section 26,
range 6 west.
coolies, who have been barred by the iays.
for granting
rebates, as follows: township 7 north, following
names
immigration laws,
He
witnesses
the
A.
John
A.
Faithorn
Wann,
and Fred
Master Mechanic I. L. Hicks left
ppDve his continuous residence
The present law covering the linmi- ra. An immunity plea to
,lla
lla"u
Inul
nvenlnnottnnH
or.
In
frr
upon
rlil.. .................
.u.i ttlti pnnvonitnn rut. maator
ui .uexicdim
B.auou
l...ucu
overruled in this case. and viz.: and cultivation of said land
. i . ni.o t.
niaphanlna tt. "a8.
i i s
i
i.. .
i,
v...
oittiea, ijruwut-inai eaeu aiiau
mu inufio. the different railroads of the United iVlUnr.e. ,aken bv the K,auJ jury.
h..o,i ,av r iKenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B. Mlllett
quale law is being vaded regularly States, which will be held in that city ' oVCmVr'llTwS these Indict-i- y Grorge H. Pradt and John S. Pradt
the agents for the labor contract tlle next few days. Mr. Hicks will be: ments were secured n the eastern all of Iaguna. New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
companies, who invade Mexico at the absent a week
district of
Register.
Ixirdtr towns and coax the peons! A short
r?
i..i o
...
ago
time
J.
Ulllllirivj,i
XI.
..uu.t
i..
across the line, making the contract
Co., Mutual Transit company, I
1
appointed
was
superintend-assistant
Serpent
Deadly
Bites
with them after they have stepped on en of the Denver &
Rio Grande rail- - W. Lake, Great Northern railwav. Are as common in India ns are stom
n
TTnitA.l StnlAa unil thua a
thf
One ach and liver disorders with us. For
road, vice A. Malone, resigned. Mr. Paul J. Diver, C. E. Campbell.
.
t .
are1
niake hls headquarters trl.l has been had. reSlllting , the the latter, however, there is a sure
nV
inio Thta
acquittal of Wood.
Bl"
remedy: Electric Hitters, the great
, , ,
country in this manner weekly.
Indictments were secured Decem-le- r restorative medicine, of which S. A
congress, which! A. L. Grimshaw, assistant freight
A law now
15, 1905, in Missouri for violation Brown, of Bennettsville, S. C, says:
may have the effect of somewhat cur- - traffic manager of the Santa Fe
of the Elkins rebate law, against the They restored my wife to perfect
this wholesale importation of ral railway, who has been on a busi-a- n Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railhealth, after years or suffering with
undesirable class of labor, provides neiis trip to the central portion of the way company.
N. Thomas and dyspepsia and a chronically torpid
that each Mexican entering the United .territory, has returned to his head-Stat- I. H. Hnggart. Geo.
The cases are now liver." Electric bitters cure chills
for any purpose must be pro- - quarters at Santa Fe.
Deing tried.
and fever, malaria, billiousness, lame
. '.
vided with $50 in currency or personal
Indictments were recently secured back, kidney troubles and bladded dis
property.
C. A. Barhydt, chief clerk in the 'at ' h - n i( u ir.,
v.rt r
t i - orders.
guarantee by all
Sold on
vimai,,, mil
.
Almilt
nwns .. nre shrmu nt hla nnlnt
.
u....,
j .
.0i.uiutu nuiu ,,'
iington & W'i'ncy railway, tne Chl- - druggists. Trice 50c.
aboard No. lo this morning when she Schennectady, N. Y., where he has
pulled into the local station. Their been visiting the past few weeks.
"
dress showed them to be of the ex- j. ir. itaymond, a railroader from
tremely poor class of Mexicans, and
IjlS
Vegas. SDent a conntn nt invn, '
all were ticketed similar to a piece
viewing the sights of the capital city.
of baggage.
A feature of this morning's bunch
Santa
watch Insneotor T Y Molt ltnstt told for M comblnmd nmmr mnrl rilifant slnht arm thm ttrHI
that attracted considerable attention Maynard Fe
mro dlfmrtn- t- Wo grind thorn ountlvt to oraer. In a
returned this morning from nary klnd-Ou- ra
from bystanders was the fact that all an omcial
solid form. Nothlna to broak aoart or Intmrfara
trip down on the Rio1
with thm tlnht
were busily engaged in devouring wa- Grande division.
termelons, presumably brought from
Old Mexico, where this fruit ripens
Not at all surprising that society'
Manufaeturod by
early.
women down east have taken lo bai-- ;
But that watermelon and promises looning.
Everything has been going
of twice the amount of wages per day up for the last two or three years
t to west fs.id Ave.
Albuquerque' Exclusive Opticians
than they could earn in Mexico, was
not. sufficient inducement to some of
them to stay with their contract, or
that, their only idea In contracting
dgffr'5?iHr
with the Ialor agency was to get. Into
the United States, was made manifest
just as No. 10 was pulling out, when
three Mexicans, with their roll of
blankets over their shoulders, made
a dash for the coach door, jumped
from the moving train, and with a
muttered "Albuquerque muche buena"
ran as fast as their leys would carry
them in the direction of the Highlands, hiding behind the electric light
plant until the train was well out of
town, after which, smiling broadly,
they returned
to the depot and
Cut-o- ff
mingled with others of their countrymen, who, no doubt, at some past date,
arrived in the city in the same mans'.Gn is 31 miles
ner.
N. M.,
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OF

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

STREET

fH

J

3

Albuquerque
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

General Building SappHes

SCREEN DOORS

TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
AVENUE,
SILVER
CLOSE TO
GOOD

Both Phones

Furniture
Imp anil

J

ss

DESERT

sep-ploy- es

nt

...

i...

-

aY

XXX-XXXXXX-

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

OILS. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cas'n paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,
Hay Presses & Farm Machinery

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE.

eraser

THIRD STREET

WE FILL

Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh and

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

KXXXXXDCXXXXXXCXXXXXXXXX3

A. D. JOHNSON

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

SPECIALTY

A

PUMPS, TANKS
AND WINDMILLS
STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Lead

Cor.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI & EAKIN

General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gasa

Sole Agents.

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, South
Third street.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

199.

PIONEER BAKERY

V. -

I

THE DIFFERENCE

REFORM BIFOGULS
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.,

O

0.

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

BALLING,

W.

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

213 213 217

Eg

v

7

Am
up

to

Lucero
daFe signs
SILVER AVE.

Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

UNDERTA KERS

Secretary Mutual Building Asaoclav
at 217 West Rallro4

tion. Office
avenue.

M.

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

N. Second St..

h

M,

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

Pnonea.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

L

Farms

RANKIN & CO.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers ln Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Flue Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars, place your orders for
this line with us.

and

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. ArmlJo Building.

STRONQ BLOCK.

WEDDING

RENTALS

OOOOOOOOCX

es

C

Myer,

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third 8L.
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

Avenue and First Street.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

'Cen-taili-

Ranches

MOVING

Bottled la Bond.

&

Real Estate
AND

PLANTS

IRRIGATING
HOUSE

fr rHn

Wootton

General Contractor

j

...,

N. M.

203

At Consistent
- Prices

Salt Meats.

& CO.,

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

Steam Sausage Factory.

o- -

s.l

Moving, packnhlnnlno nniMii,1iln, n n
Man.

Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street

-

.l,i

FIGURE ONWITH US

A

setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There is no other

,

BUT THEY

Third and Marquette

CLEANINGS'

THORNTON Tho Clearer
Cleans everything.
He is 'he

IMPORT MEN

J

CARPET

Machine Works

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

ELITE CAFE

STEAM

Foundry and

ft. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
haftlan,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron rroaU tot
Buildings.
Ropmlro on Mining and mm Machinery a Bpoelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqsera.se, X.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

i

1

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL,
Any part falling; by"
moans of defectlT
material or workman- hip will be made good
without expense to the
owner,, irrespective of,
time of nervlctv Tbl.
to prices, you can t beat ours on tie

28, 1006.

B. Schwentker,
Manager Taclftc
Mutual Lite- Insurance Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir I am instructed to advise
you that the company's vaults In San
Francisco have been opened, and also
the vault containing the securities,
and all records and securities are
found to be absolutely intact and uninjured. Yours very truly,
A. W. MORGAN.
(.Signed
Assistant Secretary.

INDICTMENTS OF TRUSTS,
AND REBATERS MAKE
AN ARRAY THAT IS APT TO
MAKE MR. MOODY A PERSON
OF IMPORTANCE
THEN THERE
ARE THE STANDARD OIL AND
UNCOAL CASES TO OCCUPY

B

Angeles, Cal., May

F.

Uprlshl Unit

I

C

I.C9

TRUSTS

GLOBE-WERNICK- E

1 "
1

I

J

PAGE SEVEN.

This Strong:

D.

B

CITIZEN.

FIGHTS NOW

ifl EmmBns.gFurnUureMajT
j7
hwSlfR'
'A
Every business man should investigate the Yer- tiCi1' F'nnS System (v.r Jsttrrs, document, etc.

EVENING

f

Cigars and Tobacco, and

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of Washington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

1

EST

The Puttee Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

DRURY

HOLDS

Of 1,000

business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and 70 foot streets,
with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and irand old shade trees: nubile school aoaie. eoet- churches, Commercial club; S POPUlatlOn Of 1.500 Inhabitants
.
I
larrpst mprrantlla sil.V.llihn.cnt. In Van," MorlenTRalnn -Pliant
- . v Pnllur mill
I tha
O
Awv V.rrala
'
IK
AVVPM,
M..., ..ni.lli , ltd
W1UTJI, .V...
fc. . t W I
U. VI. U a 1J J , 1....
IMlllMnf.
i..
unip-jincloq
WJe lar8i-B- i
point ior wool, naur, wneat. wine, beam and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city ln the near future cannot Be estimated.

t

upon

IN

OLD MEXICO.

is current here that James'
Shis;Ier, who at one time lived In
Raton, was taken prisoner by the Mtx-kaauthorities on the charge of havA

-

l..tnj

g

per-xiii-

MAN IN JAIL

Santa F'e Ra it way

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

s

RATON

&

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas Citj', Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

A

MECHANICS' MEETING.
Master Mechanic M. J. Drury. of
the Santa Fe shops In Raton. Held a
meeting Wertnesuay ev ning of the
subordinates in his Jurisdiction, says
the Range. Mr. Drury "s territory
from the yarus limits of Ia
Junta to El Paso Texas, and the meeting included some twenty-twand was for the purpose of getting in touch with the different
phases . f his work. Assistant Boiler
Inspector Austin, of Arkansas City,
Kan., was present during the meeting, and will remain in New Mexico
z number of d;is.
Mr. Drury was
master mechanic of the Santa Fe a'
W.inlitw, Ariz., neforc coining to
Raton, and is one of t'he best known
and most popular men in the
west of I. a Junta.

ot The Atchison, Topeha

LL

T

u

itu

rasT

LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

crered are ln the ceater of the city, well graded, (many
Lii uoci yard, drugstore. bsrnes shop, etc, etc. Also a
.'o

cultivation);

no land or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEflT. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clss-s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing

nrst-cla- s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

hm

util

of them Improved by
modem hotel.

GO OVER

eso. laalr3

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President'.?
satb&JSX.

Secretary

I

A

PACE EIGHT.

ALBUQUEKQUE

the flour a distance of about twelve

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
AND WEATHER.

DAY

I

Generally fair
and Thursday.

THE OXFORD SEASON

and cooler tonight

13

the sun has risen at this same moment, showing how slowly the day is
lengthening at the present time.
These days began with Sunday. The
sun will set this evening at 7:13,
thus making both rising and setting at
identically the same time as yester
day. The length of the sunshine will
therefore be Just the same it was
yesterday 14 hours and 29 minutes
The moon filled at 3:57 this after
noon.
It will practically
rise this
evening as the sun sets, and shine all
night. The day has been warm, but
not oppressively so. There has been
a good breeze, and only occasional
dashes of dust. Rings around the
moon every evening, fall In temperature as the night comes on, and good
gathering of clouds about the sunset
sky with the mackerel formation of
long streamers
across the heavens,
have presaged rain for a week; but
after a delicious night under a com
fort or blanket, one awakes each morn
ing to find the sky of infinite fath
omless blue, a coat needful before
sunrise, and the feathered songsters
filling the forest of Albuquerque trees.
The sluggard who Is not up by 4:45
these mornings misses the very finest
part of the day.

HERE. THE

CUT SHOE IS GAIN
YEAR ON ACCOUNT OP ITS SNAPPY APPEARANCE WHICH APEAUS TO STYLISH DRESSERS.
BESIDE3 THIS IT GIVES FREE PASSAGE TO THE AIR AND
KEEPS THE FOOT COOI. AND COMFORTABLE.

rOrULARITY

WE HAVE

EVERY

FULL STOCK.
DIFFERENT STYLES, COLORED
AND BLACK, UP TO DATE LASTS AND MADE TO FIT CLOSE
AROUND THE ANKLE AND KEEP THE FOOT FROM SLIDING
12

A

UP AND DOWN.

MEN'S PATENT COLT OXFORDS
MEN'S RUSSIA CALF OXFORDS

$3.00 TO $4.00
$2.25 TO $3.50
$1.65 TO $3.50
$2.25 TO $3.50

MEN S VICI KID OXFORDS
MEN'S VELOLR CALF OXFORDS
MEN'S

CANVAS

OXFORDS,

LEATHER SOLE

$1.50

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
VFhen

at F. F. Trotter's
are sure to bring the

purchased

grocery Btore,
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
WwJ

f'

Noa. 118 and 120 8outh Second

- -

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynar d Co
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
80UTH 8ECOND 8TREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

Tasty Fountain Beverages
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
a pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. But when
we see the continued increase In the amount of
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
it, you'll see.

J. H. O'RIELLY

GO ,

LUMBER,

Barnett Building

Druggists

-

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY. FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

FVFfilTT

Albuquerque, N. M.

Palace

Diamond

JJ I JLllll 1 1

We Invite

H'iiry Clarke leaves this evening

1 for ssan Bernardino, Ixjs An
geles and Coronado Beach.
The Elks' Denver convention com
Allen's Foot Ease, white, black or
mittee will hold an Important meeting at Attorney Lester's office tonight tan shoe polishes, silk, linen or cotton shoe laces, black or colored.
at 7:30 o'clock- Miss Sadie Strain, daughter of Mr. New corn cure, shoe brushes and shoe
and Mrs. W. T. Strain, wno has been trees at C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West
on the nick list the past week, has re Railroad avenue. o
covered her health.
Women's circle or rtaptlst churcu
Alderman George Learnard, of the will hold their tea Thursday afterfirm of Iearnard & JJndemann,
is noon at 3 o'clock, at the home of Mrs.
confined to his home with an acute at C. 1). Goff, 2itf North High street.
tack of tonsilltis.
o
Only three more days of the big
I). G. Grant, of Los Angeles, is in
the city looking after his Albuquerque sale at Boatright's.
property interests. Mr. Grant arrived
Dance at casino tonight.
on the Chicago Limited last night.
English
The
Lutheran circle will
LICE
AND
POULTRY CAN'T
hold its regular
meeting Thursday THRIVE
TOGETHER.
INSURE
3
afternoon at o'clock, at the nomeof YOUR POULTRY BY USING OUR
Mrs. H. Westerfeld, 415 North Fourth LIQUID OR POWDER LICE KILLER.
street.
CHEAP AND EFFECTIVE.
E. W.
E. C. Abraham, formerly with the FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
now
H. O'Rielly Drug company,
WANTED.
representing a wholesale drug comFor Zoological Parks.
pany in the southwest, is In the city
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
with his samples.
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain topGrand benefit ball by the John A.
partridges, fox and black squirLogan Circle No. 1, Ladles of the G. knot
rels,
blue cranes, wild swans, geese
A. R., at Elks' ball room Wednesday, and ducks;
and all sorts, of wild aniJune 6, at 9 o'clock. Admission, II. mals and birds.
Write and tell me
Seoul's orchestra.
what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
The Highland branch of the .Mon Naturalist, Washington, D. C.
arch Grocery company, will be opened
Bcatright is receiving new goods
in the corner room of the Haynolds
building at the corner of Railroad every day for the big sale. Don't foavenue and Broadway next Saturday rgetonly three days more, to get all
the great bargains that he Is
morning.
Mrs. M. If. Dice and child, who
stopped over here the past few days
Free band concert at Traction Park
on a visit to ner sister, Mrs. W. J. tonight.
Davis, continued their Journey on to
Las Vegas, where they wlli restdo In
AN
WANTED
EXPERIENCED
DRIVER.
the future.
SAN JOSE MARKET.
The Benham Indian Trading Co.,
See the picnic baskets in the Mcinfinding their quarters at the corner
display
Hardware company'
of Railroad avenue and First sitreet tosh
too crowded, have leased a ware house window.
at 409 West Copper avenue for the ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
storage of their pottery.
Machinery,
Including
complete,
Miss Tillle and J. O. Schwentker, boiler and engine, for
roller
sister and brother of F. B. Schwent- flour mill. Address, Martin Ixmman,
ker, manager for the Pacific Mutual Las Cruces, N. M.
Life Insurance company, left last
See the picnic baskets in the Mcinnight for their home at Ixjs Angeles,
tosh Hardware company's display
after a pleasant visit in the city.
Rev. 1. J.' Pelzer, of San Marcial, window.
is spending tne day in the city, while
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
en route to Gallup to attend the semiWindow screens, 7 cents per foot.
annual conference of the priests of
A home made door, with trimmings,
the ('istritt of Bernalillo, which is
called to take place there this week. for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
Mr. and Mrs. Schloss, of Denver,
left on the limited train today for the mortised together, and as strong as
Grand Canyon and California points, a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
door,
or
that
after a pleasant visit in the city with screen
their son, S. .Schloss, of the whole- will outlast any door shipped In bere
from the cast, together with trimsale liquor house of Stern, Schloss
mings, for $1.25.
Company.
We make the regular shop made
Carl Hoffman, who accompanied screen doors that have always cost,
Frank Jolley to San Francisco, writes heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
that they reached the Pacific coast
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
city all right, and that be will return
PLANING MILL CO.
to the city in about two weeks, while
examThe
probably
rdenic
will
the
baskets for sale at the
take
Frank
ination to become an employe of Uncle Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.
Sam In the navy service.
Dr. and Mrs. B. II. Brlggs. AttorPROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
ney and Mrs. G. S. Klock, Attorney and
Remember, Eureka la the only lime
Mrs. Felix Baca, Attorney and Mrs. sold
that will not pop, crack or
Frank Ackerman, Mr. and Mrs. Thos. blisterhere
wall.
See that it is
Hubliell. Mrs. Jarrett and Dr. J. II. specified in inthe
your contract.
Kaplan, Miss Artnijo and Mr. N.
HAHN &. CO.
tunnut a party of city folks who
picnicked at Hear Canyon yesterday.
A fine musical treat for you Friday
George Edick. a well known car- ti iuli t si t Mrs. Bittner's, given by the
penter, Is carrying bis head to one Presbyterian, ladles.
o
side these days. The other day, while
Entire change of 'Frisco moving
at work on a scaffold at the new Kor-b- pictures
at Casino tonight.
building on North Second street,
the scaffold pot out of whack and in
Delightful sumWhitcomb
consequence Edick was precipitated to mer resort, IsSprings
now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
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Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
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NEW OXFORDS FOR MEN
Walkover Low Cut Shoes,
sian leather, in all the new lasts,

p'c&
PATENT COLT,

Try
19
Watt Gold
1

of the

$3.50
Up-to-Da-

te

r.r;

TICKETS

ROSENFIELD'S,

AND

company's

Hardware

transactions
Cuarantaad

1

1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SHOE STORE
Men's, Women's
and Children's

DAY.

THEY

CAN ACTUALLY STAND
ROUGH USAGE THAN ANY
SHOES WE EVER SAW.
A PAIR OF THEM ON ONE OF
YOUR BOYS WILL PROVE THIS.
ALL STYLES OF BOYS SHOES,
SIZES 9 TO 5
$1.75 TO $3.00

rinnOKnA

MORE

NIIBOIIUtlO

No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.

London Club

LIVERY COMPANY

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier

No. 424 North Second St.

SANITARY

BOARDING

STABLE

J5ho

F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Colo, phone, Blk. 35.

Auto., 311.

aaase

LADIES' AND MISSES' SUMMER
CAPS.
We have a large assortment of
I.adks' and Misses Summer Caps,
In the very latest styles. As a
special Inducement for one week,
we have reduced tuem to the very
low price of. eat h
50c
BOYS' WAISTS.

We are showing a inrge assortment of Boys' Waists, In Percales,
Ginghams and Fancy - Madras, at
25c
the low price of

CH4LDRENS' STRAW SAILORS.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

E. L. WASHBURN CO. EZ

jnyuT.mflmKprff)

Chll-dren-

We have placed on sale our

s'

en-

tire stock of 'Boys and Children's
Wash Suits, at 15 per cent reduction.

See window display.

AND

YOUTH'S
SUITS.

TWO-PIEC- E

e
Choice of any
suits,
sold from $7.50 to $11, at the
special price of, per suit
$5.bb
"sU"lT
TRUNKS,
CASES AND
two-piec-

that

BAGS.

The largest line of Trunks, Suit
Cases and Bags shown here. Call
In and look at our assortment before buying. Prices always the
low st. Genuine Fiber Gross Suit
Cases at $4 each. Just the right
weight for a lady.

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves,
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

It 3,

115,

tt7

401, 403 North First Street

South First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
S. T. VANN, 0.

FIRST ESTABLISHED

D

OPTICIAN IN
NEW

Eye Sight
Specialist

MEXICO.

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug store.

NEW MEXICO

fi!.,?M

vFS' t

OPTICAL BOARD.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COW! PAN

display

CUT FLOWERS.

MEN'S

Ta make a rapid selling, we have
placed on sale our stock of
Straw Sailors at 20 per
window
See
cent reduction.
display. Picnic Straw Hats, at
each
15c
.
0
BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S WASH
' SUITS.

Successors to E. J. POST

FRESH

-J

Whitney Company

& COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

i

ecoocoDCeooooo

See Display
in

$4.00

11 y

Food
Compartment

'
'

i

;

OurWindow
0C0000CX3CC0C

Funeral Directors
22

HIM.

Special Attractions in Our Juvenile Department this Week

ft D

Shoes

I3K2E3

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

window.

'

WHEN YOU HAVE TO SCRAPE
THE BOTTOM OF YOUR PURSE
WITH A FINE TOOTH COMB EVERY MONTH TO BUY SHOES FOR
THE LITTLE ONES.
OUR SPECIAL DOUGLAS SCHOOL
SHOES ARE MADE SPECIALLY
TOUGH
FOR
THE PURPOaS OF
HELPING YOU TO KEEP MONEY
IN THE BANK AGAINST A RAINY

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHAnRFD

WM. CHAPLIN'S

o

tosh

Is No Joke

Association Offlea

Adams & Dilgard

APAIR

Getting Married

seventeen years.

tUMuiiTtttntri

'

t

in swell new designs in Oxfords,

Us on

Dr. Williams has practiced his profession in ijaa Vegas for the past

See the picnic baskets In the Mcin-

Celebrated

in both black and Rus-

v

Office over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. in., 1:30
to o p. ni. Auto 'phone 203.

e

er

We have just received a complete line

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.

Ar-mij- o

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Wstotes, Jewelry, Cut Class, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

feet. George, not being an aero'iat.
could not turn a somersault,
and
therefore lit on his head, with the re
suit thnt the neck Is quite sore, likewise the head. It was a narrow es
cape from a very serious injury.
Miss Lillian Yost, for some time
r
at the carpet establish
ment of Albert Falier, resigned her
position the other day, and on the ad
vlcp of her local physician, left for
a lower altitude, her destination being Salt Lake City. Utah. Miss Yost's
home is In Johnstown, Penn.
.Sin riff Perfecto Armljo returned to
'lie city this morning from a trip to
El Pas, where lie went a few days
aco to see what had become of some
property he once owned where the
city of El Paso is now located. In
looking over the records, he discovered one strip twenty-fivfeet wide,
that at cne time belonged to him. and
is now a portion of one of the main
streets of the city.
Frank E. Sturges left yesterday on
the California limited train for Los
Angelis, where he will Join Mrs.
Sturges and son Lloyd, who are sojourning at Jong Beach, ('al. Mrs.
Sturges has been in southern California for several months, while
Lloyd attended school In Ixis Angeles
during the past winter. Mr. Sturges
will le absent from the city several
weeks.
Dr. F. J. I'atchin, recently or the
N. T. Armijo building, has purchased
the practice and office fixtures of Dr.
A. I.. Mahaffey, In the Whiting building. Dr. Mahaffey gives up his practice ere on account of failing health,
for the benefit of which he will seek
the lower altitude of California. Added to the office paraphernalia
Dr.
Patchin brought here with him from
tne east, the surgical o,uipment
of
Dr. Mahaffey makes
Dr.
Patchin's
new office one of the Ie8t equipped in
city.
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book-keepe-

The sun rose at 4:44 this morning,
this being the fourth day on which
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